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ABSTRACT

Augmented reality systems are ones which insert virtual content into a

user’s view of the real world, in response to environmental conditions and the user’s

behavior within that environment. This virtual content can take the form of visual

elements such as 2D labels or 3D models, auditory cues, or even haptics; content is

generated and updated based on user behavior and environmental conditions, such

as the user’s location, movement patterns, and the results of computer vision or

machine learning operations. AR systems are used to solve problems in a range

of domains, from tourism and retail, education and healthcare, to industry and

entertainment. For example, apps from Lowe’s [82] and Houzz [81] support retail

transactions by scanning a user’s environment and placing product models into

the space, thus allowing the user to preview what the product might look like in

her home. AR systems have also proven helpful in such areas as aiding industrial

assembly tasks [155, 175], helping users overcome phobias [35], and reviving interest

in cultural heritage sites [163].

Mobile AR systems are ones which run on portable handheld or wearable

devices, such that the user is free to move around their environment without restric-

tion. Examples of such devices include smartphones, tablets, and head-mounted dis-

plays. This freedom of movement and usage, in combination with the application’s

reliance on computer vision and machine learning logic to provide core function-

ality, make mobile AR applications very difficult to test. In addition, as demand

and prevalence of machine learning logic increases, the availability and power of

commercially available third-party vision libraries introduces new and easy ways for

developers to violate usability and end-user privacy.

The goal of this dissertation, therefore, is to understand and mitigate the

challenges involved in testing mobile AR systems, given the capabilities of today’s

commercially available vision and machine learning libraries. We consider three

related challenge areas: application behavior during unconstrained usage conditions,

general usability, and end-user privacy. To address these challenge areas, we present

three research efforts. The first presents a framework for collecting application

performance and usability data in the wild. The second explores how commercial

vision libraries can be exploited to conduct machine learning operations without
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user knowledge. The third presents a framework for leveraging the environment

itself to enforce privacy and access control policies for mobile AR applications.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

Augmented reality (AR) has long been a staple of science fiction tableaux

and futuristic scenarios. Our novels, television programs, and movie screens are full

of images such as the myriad data displays in the helmet of Iron Man’s suit [53], the

hovering information panels of Minority Report that can be swept aside with a wave

of the hand [54], and targeting and flight assistance systems for pilots in Star Wars

and Top Gun [55, 56]. No longer the sole province of the entertainment industry,

the use of AR systems to solve problems in commercial, industrial, and research

settings has exploded in recent years, with the global market for augmented and

virtual reality systems estimated to top 18 billion USD by the end of 2020 [144].

AR applications are now available for many different types of devices, with those

for mobile devices such as smartphones and tablets being some of the most popular;

indeed, the AR social media application Snapchat [152] has been downloaded and

installed over 1 billion times from the Google Play marketplace.

AR systems have demonstrated their worth in many different domains

beyond mere entertainment, such as education [25, 45], manufacturing [72, 183, 113],

tourism [162, 164, 89, 47], retail [126, 52], and military settings [24, 116]. These

systems have become particularly helpful for a range of tasks in the healthcare

domain, where they have shown promise when assisting in surgical procedures [128,

34], and as tools for physical or clinical therapy in cases such as phantom limb pain

[63] and exposure therapy for phobias [156]. They have also been helpful in managing

daily interactions for users with autism [108, 48] and dementia [79, 178, 100], by

integrating context-aware prompts for social interaction or task completion into the
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Figure 1.1: Mixed reality continuum proposed by Milgram and Kishino [115] that ranges

from a fully physical (e.g. “real”) environment on the left, to a completely synthetic (e.g.

“virtual”) environment on the right. Augmented reality leverages the content of the real

world to generate relevant virtual content, and delivers that content to the user through

either a tethered or mobile platform.

user’s view of the real world.

1.1 Defining Mobile Augmented Reality

Despite the growing prevalence and usefulness of AR systems across do-

mains, there remains some ambiguity on what augmented reality actually is, and

how it differs from the related concepts of virtual reality and mixed reality. Milgram

and Kishino proposed the “mixed reality continuum” in 1994, as shown in Figure

1.1 [115]. Milgram and Kishino are responsible for the contemporary understand-

ing of reality as a spectrum between the physical world on the left (e.g. the “real

environment”) and a fully artificial world on the right (e.g. the “virtual environ-

ment”), where every sensory input that a person receives is fabricated and delivered

via technological means. Everything in between is broadly referred to as “mixed

reality”, in that it contains some combination (or mixture) of those two worlds.

“Augmented virtuality” lies closer to the virtual end of the spectrum, presenting a

mostly synthetic or virtual world to the user, supplemented by select content from

the real world that is incorporated into the virtual environment.

On the middle-left of this continuum lies augmented reality (or “AR”)

systems. AR systems rely upon the real world to guide the user experience, supple-

menting that experience with curated virtual content. This is done through the use
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Figure 1.2: Program loop of a sample AR application built with Vuforia.

of environmental sensors such as cameras, microphones, and inertial sensors which

continuously monitor the user’s environment and their behavior within that environ-

ment. The sensor data is then processed to identify the user’s current state within

their environment, typically using computer vision or machine learning logic. Based

on the results of this processing, the appropriate virtual content is then generated

and integrated back into the user’s experience of the real world.

Figure 1.2 shows an example of how such a program might be implemented,

using the commercial AR library Vuforia [172]. The developer creates a database

of interesting things that the application should look for within the environment

(known as “targets”). The library then connects to the necessary device sensors,

such as the camera, and continually scans the feed of new data from those sensors for

phenomena that resemble the declared targets. When a target has been identified,

the library notifies the developer by raising a particular event. The developer is

then free to respond to this event in whatever way is appropriate for their use

case (highlighted in Figure 1.2 in red). This response can take many forms, such

as displaying relevant visual objects, playing audio snippets, or providing haptic

feedback.

As shown in Figure 1.1, AR systems can be sub-divided into two groups

based on the platform being used to perform these environmental sensing tasks. The

first group represents tethered systems, in which the user is connected to a powerful
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desktop computer responsible for executing the AR program loop, and where outputs

are consumed through a head-mounted display (HMD) and other modalities such

as haptic gloves. The benefit of tethered systems is in their raw processing power;

running an AR program loop is computationally expensive, so having more resources

at the system’s disposal generally yields a better user experience. The downside of

such systems is that the user has little to no freedom of movement, because of

the need to remain physically connected to the computer. The opposite is true

for the second group, mobile AR systems, which run on handheld devices such

as smartphones and tablets. Users typically consume system output by using the

device as a “pass-through” display where the device’s live camera feed is shown on

the device screen, augmented with the generated virtual content. Environmental

processing and machine learning operations can either be performed locally on-

device, or offloaded to a remote server. However, both options have an associated

cost; performing these operations locally consumes a large amount of resources and

battery, while offloading suffers from latency considerations.

For the purposes of this dissertation, we limit our focus to mobile AR

systems. We do this for several reasons:

• First, mobile AR systems have runtime trade-off considerations that

tethered systems do not have, in that they must adjudicate the use of

their limited on-board computing resources where tethered systems are free to

use as much power as required. If a mobile AR system developer chooses to

offload some or all of these operations to conserve resources, the focus shifts

to limiting transmission latency, as overly long delays in AR system output

generation can cause adverse effects for users [41, 42]. Tethered systems do

not have this problem, as they can execute all operations locally.

• Second, mobile AR systems are exposed to a wider range of possible

environments than tethered systems are, due to the users’ ability to move

about freely. While tethered AR systems do experience an open-ended range

of user behaviors, the environmental conditions to which they are exposed are

limited to the space in which the host computer is located. Thanks to the

highly portable nature of smartphones and tablets, mobile AR systems are

able to be used in any number of spaces and environmental conditions.
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• Finally, the mobile nature of these systems in combination with the

always-on environmental sensing introduces new privacy concerns

that are not present for tethered AR systems. As users move through

their environment, they are constantly capturing visual, audio, and other data

for the purposes of generating virtual content, some of which the users or

bystanders around them may not be comfortable sharing with the AR system.

1.2 Dissertation Overview

The unique characteristics of mobile AR applications described above make

these systems highly dynamic and variable during runtime. The exact logical flows

and decision-making processes used in such systems to respond to environmental

conditions can be difficult to enumerate, particularly when relying on highly encap-

sulated third-party vision libraries. On top of this, the cost to humans when these

systems misbehave or act unpredictably can be severe, such as accidents between

drivers and pedestrians when one or both parties is distracted by apps such as Poke-

mon Go [130, 173, 157]. Therefore, in this dissertation, we present a selection of

research efforts focused on mitigating testing challenges for AR systems that arise

as a result of their unique characteristics. In particular, we focus on the ability of

these systems to respond to dynamic real-world environmental conditions, and to

manage security and privacy concerns of their user base.

This dissertation is organized as follows. Chapter 2 begins with a discussion

of how these unique characteristics complicate testing and verification processes as

they relate to correctness of application behavior, usability, and privacy preferences.

Chapter 3 then presents the first of our research works, exploring how in-situ user

feedback and system data collection can be leveraged to improve testing of mobile

AR systems in the wild. Chapter 4 presents our second work, which explores how the

highly encapsulated nature of commercial AR libraries can be exploited to perform

computer vision tasks without alerting the end user. Chapter 5 continues with

our third and final work, which explores the dynamic and contextual nature of

access control structures for mobile AR systems, and proposes new mechanisms for

environmentally-driven permissions. Finally, Chapter 6 concludes with a discussion

of future work.
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CHAPTER 2

CHALLENGES OF MOBILE

AR SYSTEM TESTING

In contemporary parlance, the terms “application” and “system” may be

used interchangeably, though each is a distinct concept. For the purposes of this

dissertation, we use the term “application” to refer to a particular software program

instance. We use the term “system” to represent the application within the scope of

its use, including any external entities with which it may interact, such as the human

user, device sensors, other programs, etc. Figure 2.1 shows a sample mobile AR

system, which includes not only the central AR application but also the actors with

which it interfaces, such as the user and the environment. The environment provides

inputs in the form of environmental conditions, such as ambient light levels, sound,

and location information. The user provides input in the form of direct application

interactions or indirect actions such as movement. The application is responsible

for gathering this data via sensors, followed by processing and determining how to

respond to that data via computer vision and machine learning components. The

subsequent virtual output is then delivered back to the user.

As described previously, mobile AR systems such as the one described in

Figure 2.1 are unique compared to other AR applications in that their developers

must manage runtime resource consumption, handle dynamic and open-ended envi-

ronmental conditions, and manage users’ privacy concerns. Managing the trade-offs

of runtime resource consumption is a well-studied research area in and of itself;
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Figure 2.1: Diagram of a sample mobile AR system, comprising the central AR applica-

tion, two input actors (the user and the environment), and the subsequent system output.

Boundaries for (A) behavioral correctness and (B) usability and preference testing shown

in dashed lines.

therefore, we do not consider it within the scope of this dissertation. Instead, we

focus on the second and third characteristics, each of which represents a range of

testing challenges for mobile AR system developers.

The problem of handling dynamic usage conditions arises as a result of

users being able to move freely throughout their environments, exposing the AR

system to an open-ended range of environmental conditions such as ambient lighting

and noise levels, camera backgrounds, indoor and outdoor locations, social contexts,

and more. The testing focus to ensure that the system will still behave correctly in

the face of these unconstrained circumstances is denoted in Figure 2.1 with mark

A . The concept of “correctness”, in this case, refers to the application’s ability

to produce the appropriate output for a given input, and applies not only to the

application’s traditional software components but also to its computer vision and

machine learning modules.

The second problem, that of identifying and adhering to users’ usability

and privacy preferences, is a reflection of social and cultural concerns surrounding

privacy in the presence of pervasive sensing systems, an area that research has

shown is just as sensitive to the current environmental context as the performance

of computer vision operations [66, 94]. In addition to privacy, an AR system with
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improperly designed outputs can have a direct impact on a user’s safety, such as

blocking important real-world information like a car in an intersection [88]. The

testing focus to ensure that an AR system abides by these expectations is reflected

in Figure 2.1 by mark B . This testing focus is particularly important because the

final determination of whether a mobile AR application is “successful” is ultimately

up to the user; indeed, a mobile AR application can pass all behavioral correctness

tests in the lab but still fail in practice if it is unusable for humans.

In this section we discuss current work that addresses these challenges in

testing mobile AR systems. We begin by first presenting a primer on general de-

velopment and testing practices for mobile AR systems in Section 2.1, in order to

provide important background information for the rest of the chapter. Next, we dis-

cuss testing for behavioral correctness in Section 2.2, where we focus on verification

of computer vision and machine learning logic, as methods for verifying traditional

mobile application code are well-established. We continue with a discussion on us-

ability testing in Section 2.3, where we examine current trends in performing human

testing of AR systems and tools for performing usability testing. In Section 2.4, we

present a series of studies on the variability and context-sensitiveness of user and by-

stander privacy preferences, as well as tools for applying privacy-preserving practices

in vision-based systems. We then close with the chapter summary and discussion of

limitations in Section 2.5.

2.1 Building a Mobile AR Application

Effectively testing and verifying a target system requires understanding of

how that system was built, and the motivations of the developers while implementing

that system. Therefore, in this section, we present an overview of the process for

building a mobile AR application (Section 2.1.1) as well as the architectural structure

of the application when complete (Section 2.1.2). We then close with an overview

of the testing workflow for mobile AR applications (Section 2.1.3) before presenting

recent work within the various testing challenge areas.
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Figure 2.2: High-level workflow for building an augmented reality application, comprised

of two complementary pipelines to manage the development of computer vision and mobile

application functionality.

2.1.1 Development Workflow

At a high level, the workflow for building any augmented reality applica-

tion consists of two complementary pipelines, as described in Figure 2.2. The first

pipeline reflects the development of computer vision functionality, while the second

reflects the mobile application development. The first two steps of each pipeline can

be executed in tandem with each other.

The first step in the vision pipeline is to identify the AR or CV operations

that the application should support, and which AR or CV library will be utilized

to implement them 1 . Common vision operations for AR applications include

ground plane detection, facial recognition, object classification, and others. Once

the desired vision operation and corresponding library been identified, the second

step in the vision pipeline is to collect or develop the assets necessary to accomplish

the selected operation 2 . “Assets” are resource files utilized by the system during

runtime to complete the desired operation, and can vary depending on the type of

operation being executed as well as the library being used. For example, 2D image

recognition with ARCore requires copies of the images to be recognized, while object

classification with TensorFlow requires datasets of images representing the various

classes to be recognized, which are then used to train a neural network.

The first step of the mobile pipeline consists of building the initial applica-

tion skeleton 3 , including establishing the system architecture, setting up scenes,
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connecting to device sensors, and other tasks. The second step involves importing

the AR or CV library of choice 4 , as well as supplementary tasks pertinent to

the chosen library, such as registering a developer key. Once the vision assets have

been assembled and the preliminary application developed, the developer can then

integrate the assets into the application 5 , typically by registering them with the

library at application start-up. Finally, the developer can implement listeners to

respond to results of the vision operations as they become available 6 . Developers

are free to respond to these results in whatever way makes sense for their appli-

cation. Examples of potential responses include placing a graphical overlay in the

user’s view to highlight an object, placing a label to give more information, playing

a sound, delivering haptic feedback, or nothing at all.

2.1.2 Application Architecture on Mobile Devices

The fundamental requirement for an augmented reality system is the ability

to sense and respond to changes in the user’s environment and behavior. To achieve

this, the architecture of an AR app consists of three major components: the core

logic responsible for facilitating execution on the target device, the vision logic,

and any relevant environmental sensors. It is thanks entirely to the data provided

by environmental sensors such as cameras, microphones, GPS units, etc. that AR

applications are able to function; it is this data that is fed into computer vision and

machine learning modules in order to identify and generate virtual content for the

user’s current context. How this data is retrieved and processed depends on the

type of AR or computer vision library being used.

Figure 2.3 reflects some sample architectures for AR applications using

different types of vision implementations. For systems built with specialized AR

libraries like ARCore [60] and Vuforia [172] (Figure 2.3a), the library acts as an

intermediary between the core application logic and the target device sensors (such

as the camera). The developer is responsible for initializing the library instance

with object files representing the targets to be recognized, and then subscribing to

event listeners that will be raised when a target is located. On the other hand,

developers using more general-purpose libraries such as OpenCV [120] and Tensor-

Flow [159] (Figure 2.3b) can exert more fine-grained control over the functionality
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(a) (b)

Figure 2.3: Sample architectures for augmented reality applications when using (a) AR

libraries or (b) computer vision / machine learning libraries.

of their systems, executing any operations for which they are able to collect data

and train models. These libraries support a wide range of operations, from object

classification to pose estimation and more. However, these libraries require more

manual configuration, such as requiring the developer to provide explicit logic to

interface with and process data from the device sensors.

What makes mobile AR applications unique compared to AR applications

running on tethered or dedicated devices is the threat of high resource consumption.

Developers must balance the resource cost of all the various architectural compo-

nents (e.g. the core logic, the vision logic, and sensor usage) with their respective

anticipated payoff. For example, general-purpose libraries such as OpenCV and

TensorFlow may provide a developer with more flexibility and higher accuracy of

operations, but at a cost of higher resource consumption compared to simpler li-

braries such as ARCore, making them difficult to integrate efficiently into resource-

constrained systems such as mobile devices.

2.1.3 Testing Workflow

Zhang et al [185] describe testing as “any activity designed to reveal ...

bugs”, where a bug is “any imperfection in a [system component] that causes a

discordance between existing and required conditions”. Testing, therefore, requires

a list of required system conditions (such as correctness, as described in Section 2.2)

and a set of activities designed to determine whether those conditions have been met.
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Figure 2.4: High-level workflow for performing system testing as a four-step continual loop.

The goal at the end of the testing effort is to learn whether the system-under-test

meets (or fails to meet) the required properties or conditions, ideally with sufficient

supporting information to be able to debug any issues identified during testing.

A high-level depiction of how the system testing process would work in

practice is described in Figure 2.4. The first step 1 is to identify the system

properties or conditions that must be verified as a result of this testing effort. The

second step 2 is to identify which components of the system-under-test should

be prioritized in the testing effort in order to verify the required properties or con-

ditions. For a mobile AR system, as described in Figure 2.1, the various system

components such as data collection and sensing logic, processing logic (in the form

of machine learning or computer vision modules), and response logic (e.g., generat-

ing and delivering virtual content) must all be tested. In addition to these system

components, there are human components such as the usability of the generated

output and the application of privacy policies relevant to the user’s current context.

The third step 3 involves selecting and implementing an array of testing activities

to be executed against the target system components, in order to verify the selected

system properties. Examples of testing activities include unit tests that verify the

functionality of a single component or function in isolation, integration tests which

verify functionality across components, and system tests which verify functionality

across all entities in the system. Finally, any issues identified during the testing

effort are addressed, and the results of the tests are fed back into the testing loop

4 in order to highlight areas in which more or less focus should be applied in

the next testing effort. This feedback loop is essential for systems used in dynamic

conditions, such as mobile AR systems.

In the following sections, we discuss approaches for behavioral correctness

testing of machine learning components (Section 2.2), usability testing (Section 2.3),

and ensuring user privacy (Section 2.4).
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2.2 Testing for Correct App Behavior

As previously mentioned, AR systems are derive their core functionality

by collecting data about the user’s environment and their behavior within that

environment, using that data to make inferences about the user’s current context,

generating relevant virtual content, and then integrating that virtual content back

into the user’s experience of the real world. Mobile AR systems, because of users’

ability to move freely within and between environments, are exposed to and must

be able to respond to an open-ended number of potential contexts. In addition to

this, because the virtual content created by a mobile AR application has a direct

impact to the user’s experience of the real world, the application has great capacity

to mislead or even harm its user by covering up or distracting from important

real-world information. Therefore, the developer is responsible for ensuring that the

application responds correctly to all inputs that it may receive. However, because the

effort required to exhaustively enumerate all possible combinations of environments

and conditions that a user might experience is prohibitive, testing for behavioral

correctness of mobile AR applications remains difficult.

Recall from the beginning of the chapter that behavioral correctness refers

to an application’s ability to generate the appropriate output for a given input. This

can be expressed using the following equation, modified from [185]:

C(s) = Px[s(x) == g(x)] (2.1)

where s is the system under test, s(x) is the output that the system returns for a

given input or set of inputs, g(x) is the ground truth for that same input set, and

the correctness of the system (C(s)) is the probability that s(x) and g(x) will match.

The goal of testing is therefore to maximize the probability that the system’s output

will match ground truth by executing a thorough suite of tests against the various

system components under a broad range of conditions.

While behavioral correctness does apply to an application’s traditional

software components, this is a well-established area of research, with problem spaces

such as static and dynamic analysis [140, 75, 50], model checking [86, 32], and

automated test case generation [29, 127]; as such, it is beyond the scope of this

dissertation. Instead, we focus on testing and verification for correctness of
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(a) (b)

Figure 2.5: Example of mis-classification in a mobile AR application trained only with

images taken during sunny weather: (a) correct behavior under expected conditions, (b)

incorrect behavior during “low light” conditions.

the app’s machine learning and computer vision components. AR systems

rely on these components to perform operations such as object classification, pose

estimation, etc. using data collected by pervasive sensors such as the device camera.

Because environmental conditions are inherently linked with the data collected by

these sensors, the correctness of a computer vision module is correspondingly linked

to the data sets on which it has been trained and tested. Figure 2.5 shows an

example of a poorly trained and tested computer vision module; on the left, we see

expected behavior for an application trained with images obtained during sunny

conditions. On the right, we see how the app behaves incorrectly during rainy and

low-light weather due to a lack of representation for these conditions in the training

and testing approach.

Unfortunately, traditional software testing practices do not translate di-

rectly to vision-based systems. Where the traditional software components of the

system are “logic-driven” (e.g. behavior is controlled by logic flows manually en-

coded by their programmers), the computer vision components are “data-driven”,

where behavior is governed by the architecture of the underlying neural network, the

computations and activation functions being performed at each node, the weights

between nodes, and the quality of the training data [187]. There are few “constituent

parts” upon which to conduct unit testing, meaning the system must be tested as

a whole [185]. However, simply feeding inputs to the system and evaluating the
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resulting output is an ineffective strategy; the search space of all possible inputs to

such systems (as well as enumerating their respective expected outputs) is so large

as to make brute-force testing prohibitively time- and resource-intensive.

Therefore, in this section, we present current work on testing and verifying

code correctness in mobile AR applications, with a particular focus on computer

vision components. We begin with a discussion on how the data collected by AR

applications can be processed using machine learning techniques to learn about and

verify system behavior (Section 2.2.1). We continue with a discussion on the use

of metamorphic testing to alleviate the problem of having to manually determine

whether system behavior is permissible, as well as to generate new test cases (Section

2.2.2). We then discuss work which proposes alternate methods of coverage-based

testing and property-based verification techniques for neural networks (Sections 2.2.3

and 2.2.4 respectively).

2.2.1 Machine Learning-based Testing

Mobile applications generate a treasure trove of data traces and by-products,

thanks to the hypervisor-like nature of the operating system under which they func-

tion. By tapping into the parent OS, researchers have access to new data sets of

API calls, sensor usage information, and other details which, when the right machine

learning approaches are applied, can provide new insights into how these mobile ap-

plications function at runtime. This category of testing is particularly useful when

attempting to validate functionality of third-party vision APIs over whose internal

logic the developer has no control, or when an application marketplace platform is

evaluating candidate applications for publication and wishes to verify whether the

application is actually performing the advertised operations. For instance, work by

Burguera et. al. [39] monitors calls made by Android applications to the under-

lying Linux kernel, and applies K-means clustering in order to identify malicious

applications. Other works have applied similar clustering approaches other infor-

mation about the applications under test, such as the requested permissions [160]

or sequences of API calls [110, 74]. One study by Afonso et al. [23] uses machine

learning to classify an app as malicious or honest based on a dynamically generated

feature vector by tracing API calls. However, the authors mention that their ap-
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proach (at the time of publishing) could be detectable by said app, which may lead

to a change in the app’s behavior.

Using machine learning to categorize typical patterns and detect subse-

quent anomalies in runtime behavior is another popular research area. Abah et

al. [20] created an anomaly/malware detection system which extracts features from

running applications and uses these features to classify app as malicious or safe

using a trained K-Nearest Neighbour classifier. Another study by Kurniawan et al.

[96] analyzes phone sensor data for anomalies. The data they analyze is power us-

age, battery temperature, network, CPU, Bluetooth and other hardware resources

that is tracked by a mobile device for anomalies. However, this approach uses the

Android Malware Genome Project dataset; at the time of writing this paper, no

such dataset exists for mobile AR applications. Other approaches utilize Gener-

ative Adversarial Networks (GANs) to preserve visual privacy and defend against

attacks [181, 182, 179]. However, these approaches are focused on sanitizing datasets

collected for offline processing, making them inappropriate for realtime augmented

reality operations.

2.2.2 Metamorphic Testing

Metamorphic testing has arisen in recent years as one of the preeminent

ways to test vision systems. For vision-based systems, the traditional testing ap-

proach of examining the system’s output for a given input and comparing it against

an expected result can be difficult and error-prone. This is because the result may

be ambiguous (such as classifying an image as a “kitten” when it should be a “cub”)

or ground truth may lie on a spectrum of “close enough” answers (such as when

performing pose estimation). Metamorphic testing seeks to alleviate the problem

of having no definitive way to judge whether a given output is good or bad (known

as the “oracle problem”) by relying, not on preexisting knowledge of individual

input-output pairs, but rather by leveraging knowledge of the system itself. Its

foundational philosophy is that it is more efficient to reason about relationships be-

tween test cases and their respective outputs than it is to exhaustively model what

the expected output should be for every possible input [31, 189].
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M = {(t1, r1), ..., (tn, rn)} (2.2)

t(ci) = ci′ | t ∈ T and c ∈ C (2.3)

A metamorphic test suite consists of one or more metamorphic relations

(M), where each relation is a combination of a transformation (t) and a validation

relationship (r) as shown in Eq. 2.2. When executing a set of test cases (C), the

input for a given test case (ci) is modified using the transformation to generate a

new test case (ci′) as shown in Eq. 2.3. The results of the original and modified test

cases are compared against the validation relationship (r) to determine whether the

system behavior is acceptable. Examples of validation relationships include equality

relations, inequality relations, periodicity, and others [137]. If r does not hold for

the metamorphic test case {ci, ci′}, then a fault has occurred.

Metamorphic testing has already demonstrated its worth in detecting faults

in established commercial software. Zhou and Sun [189] uncovered errors in the

Baidu Apollo obstacle detection framework for self-driving cars, while Tian et al

[161] applied their testing strategy to deep neural networks submitted to the Udacity

self-driving car challenge. However, there is no discussion from the authors on how

well these test results reflect actual operating conditions over time; the reader can

only assume that the test suite is simply run once, the faults are identified, and no

further monitoring or updating is required.

2.2.3 Coverage Metrics

“Coverage” based metrics, or measurements for how thoroughly a given

test suite spans the spectrum of possible functionality in the system under test,

have been a first line of defense in traditional software system testing for years.

Two of the most popular coverage methods, code coverage and branch coverage,

demonstrate thorough testing by respectively measuring the number of lines of code

and logical branches exercised by the test suites out of the total number present

within the code base. The higher the coverage percentage, the greater the portion

of the system tested, and the more confident a tester can be in the correctness of

system behavior.
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In the same way that code and branch coverage testing are used in tra-

ditional software system testing, there has been increased interest in developing

similar metrics to represent logical coverage within a neural network. Proposed

systems such as DeepXplore [121] and DeepTest [161] leverage a concept known

as “neuron coverage”, where inputs are scored according to how many neurons are

activated in their processing. Both approaches manipulate input images in order to

maximize neuron coverage, but differ in how the results are evaluated. DeepXplore

evaluates the results by cross-referencing with other DL systems, while DeepTest

applies metamorphic relations to detect if the output is within acceptable limits.

DeepGauge [111] builds on this idea, proposing the concepts of k-multisection neu-

ron coverage (how well a given input covers the activation range of a given neuron)

and top-k neuron coverage (a measurement of the most commonly activated neu-

rons in a given layer of the network). These approaches, however, only consider how

a system responds to a given input in isolation and not how the responses differ

between inputs; to address this, Kim et al [92] propose a metric called “surprise

adequacy” which measures how novel a given input is relative, not only to the net-

work’s training data, but to the set of inputs overall. Retraining the network with

“surprising” inputs is then demonstrated to increase network accuracy.

2.2.4 Property-based Testing

There has also been interest in developing property-based verification meth-

ods for DL systems, beyond simply verifying the accuracy of outputs for a given set

of inputs. Pei et al [122] treat the internal network of the system as a black box,

validating a given input/output pair against a high-level safety property rather than

trying to ascertain the nature of the network directly. Wang et. al. [174] apply sym-

bolic linear relaxation and constraint refinement to validate the internal activation

functions of a network in order to enforce safety properties. The developers of Deep-

Mutation [112] utilize principles of mutation testing, applying mutations directly to

the training data set, the network training program, and the resultant model in

order to identify errant behavior. Test inputs are fed into both the original model

and the set of mutated models; errors are detected when the output from a given

mutated model for a given input differs from that of the original model. While all of
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these approaches can provide some assurances into the ability of a given deep learn-

ing system to produce reliable output or to adhere to a given safety property, they

all fail to address one particular problem. They do not ensure contextual integrity,

that is, that the system under test adheres to the user’s expectation of appropriate

behavior in a given scenario (discussed in greater detail in Section 2.4.1).

There has also been work to develop “trusted” neural networks which ad-

here to additional constraints beyond their initial functions. One approach proposed

by Halliwell et. al. [77] enforces saliency constraints on convolutional neural net-

works; in doing so, developers can trust that the internal layers of the network

are leveraging the correct pixels of an input image in order to make classification

decisions. Ghosh et. al. [70] propose a parameterized approach to determine the

“cost” of trusting a neural network’s output for a given set of conditions. Their work

leverages steering directions for autonomous vehicles, where a dual-headed network

calculates a proposed steering angle for a set of traditional inputs (e.g. camera

frames), as well as a “danger” score for violations of a set of safety constraints (e.g.

minimum and maximum allowable angles). The developer is then free to adjust the

weights between these results in order to maximize accuracy while keeping the dan-

ger score within acceptable limits. Approaches like these require the participation

of the network developer; they can do nothing if the developer fails to incorporate

these additional constraints into their network, either through unintentional omis-

sion or malicious intent. Additionally, such measures only increase confidence that

the function of the neural network itself can be trusted. They cannot control or

verify that the context under which the function is being executed is appropriate.

2.3 Testing for Usability

Testing a mobile AR application’s vision components for behavioral cor-

rectness is important, but incomplete if conducted without actual users. The second

challenge area for mobile AR systems, therefore, is usability testing. Because of their

ability to impact a user’s perceptions of the real world, usability is a huge factor

when considering AR system success. Developers must consider an open-ended ar-

ray of possible usage conditions, both internal (such as the explicit inputs a user

provides or the apps they have running in the background) and external (such as
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Figure 2.6: Examples of poor usability conditions in the wild: (a) poorly formatted label

blending into background, (b) poorly placed labels overlaying real world content.

the conditions of the user’s environment and their behavior within that environ-

ment). Developers must also consider the physiological effect that their application

will have on the user; inappropriate visuals, for example, are known to cause “sim-

ulator sickness” symptoms such as nausea and dizziness when their appearance or

movement is not in keeping with users’ expectations. Figure 2.6 illustrates this with

some examples of poor usability conditions that testers could experience when uti-

lizing a mobile AR system in the wild, such as poorly formatted content that blends

into the environment, and poorly placed content that obscures important real world

information.

In this section, we examine current work that explores how usability testing

is conducted for AR applications. Section 2.3.1 first presents our findings from a

survey into contemporary user testing practices as they relate to AR apps. We then

discuss current work that proposes tools and frameworks for facilitating user studies

for AR apps in Section 2.3.2.

2.3.1 User Testing Practices in AR

To better understand trends in current user study practices in AR systems

research, we conducted the following survey with a particular focus on user feedback

and testing methods. Our goal was to learn more about how user studies and human

testing efforts are conducted, the kinds of information that researchers are seeking

to gather from testers, and how that information is collected.
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To assemble the body of work for our survey, we reviewed proceedings

from six different conferences: two focused on AR and VR (IEEE VR and ISMAR),

two focused on human factors (CHI and UIST), and two focused on mobile and

pervasive systems (MobiSys and PerCom). These conferences were selected as the

dominant venues within a range of AR research disciplines; the goal of which was to

provide a more holistic and systems-focused view of user testing procedures within

these research efforts than a deeper survey of a single venue could provide on its

own. We considered conferences rather than journals because they represent more

cutting-edge rather than archival research efforts.

There are many surveys of augmented reality systems available, but very

few that address testing and user study techniques within such systems. One survey

that does touch on this topic is Billinghurst et. al. [33], though it only covers

works published through 2014. Even considering only works published from 2015

onward, this represents a substantial body of work (e.g. 370 and 378 Scopus results

respectively from IEEE VR and CHI when filtering by augmented or mixed reality).

As our interest in this survey was not to present an exhaustive literature review, but

rather to gain insights into the latest user study methodologies, we elected to focus

on more recent publications in order to yield a more manageable corpus size. For

each conference, therefore, we considered the two most recent sets of proceedings

spanning the years 2018 to 2020. Papers were included if they mentioned augmented

or mixed reality in the titles or abstracts. Papers were excluded if they did not

contain a user study, the user study consisted only of qualitative data (such as

sensor readings), or the paper primarily focused on non-vision modalities (such as

audio or haptics). We also only considered full conference papers; poster, workshop,

and other “short” papers were subsequently excluded.

Once the corpus was assembled (N = 81), we categorized each paper as

follows. First, we considered the focus of the problem the paper was trying to solve.

We assigned each paper to one of four broad categories: avatars, interaction, method

of content display, and content placement. We also noted the conditions of the pri-

mary user study, namely the environment (whether in the lab or in the wild), the

system hardware (HMD, smartphone/tablet, or other), number of testers, evalua-

tion length per tester, and method of feedback collection (such as questionnaires,

interviews, or other). Finally, we noted whether the researchers asked testers to
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explicitly compare or give a preference between multiple UI options.

From our survey, we observed the following trends, which are summarized

in Figure 2.7.

• Problem Focus: More than half (56%) of papers focused on some type of

system interaction, typically with regard to the system input method, social

interactions, or some facet of task completion. The second most popular focus

was on tester perceptions of content display (26%), generally in terms of how

realistic or informative a given display method was.

• Size, Length of Evaluation: The majority of tests were conducted with fewer

than 25 people (68%) with each tester spending only a single day (79%) using

the system. Of these instances, each tester typically spent only an hour or two

interacting with the system under test. The system equipment being utilized

during this time was generally a head-mounted display (65%).

• Feedback Collection: The overwhelming majority (91%) of papers used one

or more written questionnaires to elicit feedback from testers, supplemented

by personal interviews. The most common questionnaires utilized were some

variation of the System Usability Scale [168] to judge general system appeal;

the NASA Task Load Index [22] questionnaire to measure the cognitive bur-

den associated with completing a task; and some bespoke version of a Mean

Opinion Score.

• Testing Methodology: More than half (60%) of papers perform comparison

testing, where they present multiple user experience options and ask their

testers to select a preferred condition. This covered a variety of system out-

puts, from styling of avatars to formatting and placement of text to general

system usability, and also included both comparisons against pre-existing sys-

tems and varying configurations of the authors’ own system.

• Test Environment: Of the 81 papers reviewed, only two [90, 124] conducted

any sort of unconstrained user study in the wild. This means that 97.5% of

papers administered their human testing in laboratory conditions.
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(a) Problem focus (b) Length of evaluation

(c) Size of test group (d) Feedback method *

Figure 2.7: User testing trends of surveyed AR systems papers (N=81), arranged by problem

focus, length of evaluation, size of test group, and user feedback method. Figures marked

(*) show papers which fall into multiple categories.
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These results are unsurprising when considering that such a significant por-

tion of human testing for AR systems is done in heavily constrained and controlled

laboratory conditions. This is a direct reflection of the labor-intensive nature of

conducting in-lab human testing, which, although an important first step for vali-

dating system performance, provides only a limited snapshot into system and user

behavior. Testing in the wild, on the other hand, can provide a much more mature

and realistic glimpse into how users would actually interact with a system on a daily

basis.

2.3.2 Systems-based Usability Testing

With the knowledge that manually administered questionnaires and inter-

views can only capture so much information, there has been a swathe of recent

efforts in both research and industry to improve the testing and usability improve-

ment process for AR systems. Device manufacturers have been particularly helpful

in supplying guidelines and tools for testing AR applications, though generally only

on their specific platform. Oculus provides official guidelines for performance op-

timization [18] as well as an array of performance monitoring and debugging tools

[12, 10, 8, 3] for applications built for the Rift headset. Microsoft provides its own

official guidelines for testing applications built for the HoloLens headset [14], in ad-

dition to a selection of emulators and simulators [16, 17, 9] for testing applications

with pre-determined inputs. Similarly, Apple’s latest version of ARKit ships with

a testing tool called “Reality Composer” [13], which allows developers to record

and replay system inputs for testing. While all of these tools can be helpful during

development and initial testing stages, they are generally suitable only for in-lab

testing, as their operations are quite resource-intensive.

Among researchers, there has been also some recent work to assist AR

researchers in collecting and analyzing data from system evaluations. MRAT [118]

enables researchers outside of the Computer Science domain to run complex experi-

ments using AR systems. The framework collects huge amounts of environment and

user-specific data to facilitate analysis, but provides no method for testers to pro-

vide their own usability feedback. Further, the framework is only viable in the lab,

with no support for in-the-wild testing. Another framework described in [132] does
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support testing AR applications in the wild, while collecting a range of system-level

metrics about the user base at large as well as individuals. Further, it supports

A/B testing, a limited version of comparison testing in which participants are ex-

posed to one of two implementation options, and then feedback is collected; however,

the framework gathers this feedback across the user base at large, rather than per

individual. Any preference or performance conclusions are drawn based on sys-

tem metrics analysis rather than individual feedback, which is not collected. Other

frameworks, such as the visualization comparison system presented by Brehmer et al

[37], use supplementary user behavior, such as periods of inactivity, to preemptively

remove incomplete data sets from their test corpus.

There has been further interest in modifying AR application displays, not

only in response to the physical environment, but also in response to the user’s

mental state. The system proposed in [105] dynamically adapts the UI based on

both the environment and testers’ estimated cognitive load. The drawback to this

system is that the adjustments to the UI are only as good as the system’s ability to

estimate tester discomfort; there is no built-in support for testers to provide in situ

feedback to modify their experience. Mottelson et. al. [117] present a feasibility

study on transitioning virtual reality studies out of the laboratory setting. Their

approach, however, focused more on researchers’ abilities to recruit and manage

participants and to administer a user study remotely rather than to diagnose and

understand any issues that might occur with their system during runtime. Costa

et. al. [51] present another method for conducting automated user studies, with

a standalone application to facilitate studies on participants’ information retrieval

behavior with online search engines. Similar to [117], Costa et. al. make the

simplifying assumption that the system itself is bug-free with a set implementation;

they assume that it is only tester behavior and feedback that the researchers are

interested in, rather than edge cases within the system itself. Further, the system

proposed by Costa et. al. has no out-of-the-box support for comparison testing.

Other works explore the usability of AR systems to accomplish a specific task, such

as chemistry education [65, 28], assessing the development of motor and cognitive

skills in children [129], and workplace training [93, 133]. ARCHIE can supplement

these testing frameworks by providing grouped packets of system state data and

user feedback data, not only to collect usability information in the moment, but
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also to help developers target and address scenarios that testers explicitly disliked.

2.4 Ensuring User Privacy

Usability is not limited only to the “look and feel” of the application. It also

includes social considerations such as how the environmental sensing data collected

by the application is being used. This is particularly important when dealing with

always-on sensors such as cameras and microphones, especially when those sensors

capture data from bystanders who may be unaware of their “participation”. An AR

application must take users’ preferences on data usage and privacy into account;

it violates users’ trust by using data and the results of machine learning opera-

tions in ways or situations that are in contrast with users’ expectations, whether

intentionally or accidentally.

Therefore, in this section, we explore the concept of privacy as it relates

to mobile AR applications, and what developers can do to address this concern

for their users. First, in Section 2.4.1, we examine current work in the realm of

general privacy preferences for mobile applications, from the perspective of both

an application user and bystanders in the user’s vicinity. We then build on this in

Section 2.4.2, where we explore the concept of “visual privacy” (that is, privacy as

it relates to image and video data) and different proposed approaches for preserving

visual privacy in an augmented reality setting.

2.4.1 Context-Sensitivity of User, Bystander Privacy Preferences

Even though visual privacy is an important principal of AR system usage,

the conditions and manner under which it should be applied remain unclear. One of

the principal methods of access control on mobile devices is for application develop-

ers to request permission from users to access sensitive features such as the camera

and microphone at runtime. It is well-understood, however, that these types of

permissions structures are deeply flawed; work by Felt et. al. [66] found that over a

third of publicly available Android applications request more permissions than they

need, with many issues stemming from developer confusion regarding the nature of

each permissions group and what functions they represent. End users are similarly

unaware of the scope of requested permissions [67]. Regardless of whether access to
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a given feature is truly necessary for an application, once it is provided by the user,

it is not requested again. Recent work has demonstrated that this all-or-nothing

approach to system permissions is unrealistic, particularly for vision-based systems

[143, 139]. In a perfect world, applications would execute sensitive operations only

in accordance with end-user expectations for a given scenario, a concept known as

“contextual integrity” [119]. Wijesekera et. al. [176] showed that maintaining con-

textual integrity is not a simple problem; factors such as background operations,

number of delivered notifications, the reason for the operation, and users’ personal

privacy concerns all play into whether a user would allow a given operation in the

moment.

A survey was conducted by Akter et. al. [26] elicits privacy preferences re-

lated to persons with visual impairments using camera systems to supplement their

vision, an important use case for mobile augmented reality. The authors surveyed

both persons with visual impairments and those without (considered “bystanders”).

The bystanders expressed discomfort that users of such systems would be able to

learn things like facial expressions and behaviors that had the potential to be “mis-

represented” by the system’s underlying algorithms. In another work [27], Akter

et. al. investigated how persons with visual impairments felt about unintention-

ally sharing privacy-sensitive images for different usage scenarios, such as different

environments (home, office or restaurant) and with different categories of human

assistants (friends, family, or crowd-worker). In this paper, the participants ex-

pressed vastly differing comfort levels with sharing captured images based on the

environment, what the image contained, and who it was being shared with. Liu

et. al. [106] seek to understand the variability of permissions preferences through

crowdsourcing; they used permissions settings gathered from existing smartphone

users, and from those settings, compiled “profiles” representing meta-preferences of

like-minded users. They then presented new users with an interactive tool, and pre-

dicted each user’s preferences based on a few targeted questions. Of the permissions

set by the assigned profiles, only 5% of settings were changed back by the users.

This suggests that alternate methodologies, other than binary approval or rejection

of individual permissions, can be useful and effective for end users.

These findings have serious implications for privacy-conscious AR system

testing. Even if a suitable method for “sanitizing” AR operations was determined,
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the contexts under which that sanitization should be applied vary from person to

person and from circumstance to circumstance. Simply taking the most aggressive

sanitization approach, such as blurring all text and all faces for all conditions, has

the potential to hamper or completely hamstring functionality of the underlying AR

application. Further, it is clear that contemporary permissions structures of mobile

devices fail utterly to communicate the context and rationale under which machine

learning operations are taking place in mobile apps. For privacy-aware AR system

testing to proceed, we need tools and procedures in place to allow users to declare

and apply contextual privacy policies, not only for the capture of visual information,

but also for machine learning operations applied against that captured information.

2.4.2 Visual Privacy in Mobile AR

As mentioned previously, the always-on nature of sensors used by mobile

AR applications has precipitated an increased interest in investigating the visual

privacy implications of such systems. Work by Koelle et. al. [94] proposes a

gesture-controlled privacy framework; bystanders can provide a gesture to indicate

whether the capturing device has permission to include their face in a photograph.

Shu et. al. [139] provide a more robust contextually-sensitive framework to allow

bystanders to control how they are captured by cameras, but only for individual

images, rather than realtime video feeds as mobile AR systems require. However,

neither of these solutions protect bystanders who are unaware or unable to provide

a gesture, nor do they protect the end user from capturing privacy-sensitive content

in the environment.

It is also possible for applications to capture sensitive information from

the user’s environment that the user would prefer to keep private, such as written

or printed material, faces of unaware bystanders, and images taken in a bathroom

or bedroom. Systems have been proposed to protect environmental information

using markers such as near-infrared labels [103] as well as QR codes and other

physical markers [131, 134, 68] to declare to the capturing device what can and

cannot be recorded. Schiboni et. al. [135] address the visual privacy problem

in a dietary monitoring system by manually modifying the camera viewing angle

and field-of-view to limit the system’s ability to capture bystanders. Ultimately,
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the main drawback of both gesture-based and marker-based access control systems

is that they only work if the application developer is proactive in protecting user

and bystander privacy and chooses to implement these solutions; these systems do

nothing to protect against a malicious developer.

When focusing on malicious AR applications specifically, there has been

some work on using the device’s OS to limit the access that developers have to

sensitive visual information. Two works by Jana et. al. [85, 84] create an interme-

diate layer between the camera and AR application code, but introduce a significant

amount of overhead and limit the flexibility of honest app logic. More recent work

by Lebeck et. al. [97] proposes the ARYA framework for AR output security, but

their system targets visible output issues such as content occlusion, distraction, and

physiological reactions such as motion sickness. However, their system still exhibits

several limitations, including the assumption that the developer is proactive and

honest about user privacy; the ARYA system cannot defend against a malicious

developer whose operations take place completely behind the scenes without user

knowledge, such as unauthorized use of machine learning operation results.

2.5 Summary of Limitations

The testing methods described above are all useful in their own way. Hu-

man testing in the form of questionnaires and interviews are very good at eliciting

general usability feedback, such as impressions of usefulness, readability, and prefer-

ence between comparable options. Coverage- and property-based testing of neural

networks can help to provide confidence that the network is performing as intended.

However, all of these methods fail in some way to address the primary challenges

of mobile AR system testing: handling dynamic environmental conditions and the

combination of usability with visual privacy.

The primary limitations for the approaches for testing correctness of ma-

chine learning modules described above are as follows:

• (ML1) Test efficacy is only as good as the developer’s knowledge. For

example, a metamorphic test plan is only as good as the set of metamorphic

relations that were selected, but selection is done manually and directly tied

to the developer’s knowledge of the problem space; an overly broad, overly
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narrow, or incomplete set of metamorphic relations will cause the efficacy of

the testing effort to suffer.

• (ML2) Debugging efforts are limited by what data is collected at

runtime. A machine learning-based anomaly detector can only make judge-

ments on the data that was collected; debugging anomalies in a vision-based

system naturally requires visual information, but simply capturing an always-

on stream of camera frames or video clips is privacy-invasive and resource-

prohibitive.

• (ML3) Structural assurances do not necessarily guarantee semantic

correctness. Coverage- and property-based testing gives assurances only

on the structure and processes of a neural network. These metrics have no

direct or obvious ties back to societal concepts such as “safety” or “fairness”;

neither do they capture whether that network is conceptually or semantically

complete.

For usability testing of mobile AR systems, the primary limitations are as follows:

• (U1) Typical feedback collection happens post hoc. As demonstrated

by the our survey results, practices such as the administration of usability

questionnaires, surveys, and interviews are the foundation on which researchers

and developers build their mobile AR systems; however, such activities are

typically administered at the end of an evaluation period, forcing users’ to

rely on memory to give feedback. This can have great impacts to the quality

of data collected as the length of the evaluation period increases.

• (U2) Detailed information-gathering is burdensome. Traditional user

testing practices require moderators to receive, review, and collate feedback.

In the case of interviews, the moderator is required to be present with the tester

directly. While typical user study scenarios have small numbers of participants,

the time and labor cost of these activities quickly becomes unsustainable as

the number of participants increases.

• (U3) Traditional approaches cannot tie user feedback to runtime

conditions. Standard feedback collection methodologies provide only a static
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ML1 ML2 ML3 U1 U2 U3 P1 P2

Chapter 3 X X X X X X

Chapter 4 X X

Chapter 5 X X

Table 2.1: Summary of focus areas for our presented research relative to limitations identified

within the testing challenges for mobile AR systems.

snapshot of the user’s impressions of the system after the evaluation period

is over; they provide no direct link to the internal or external conditions that

precipitated feedback, knowledge that must be obtained in order to debug

issues linked to usability.

Finally, the primary limitations for ensuring user privacy are as follows:

• (P1) There are no industry standards for learning or enforcing visual

privacy preferences within mobile AR applications at runtime. While

there have been many proposed systems for visual privacy in AR, there are no

industrial safeguards in place to force developers using commercially available

AR libraries to discover and adhere to their users’ privacy preferences in a

contextual manner. At the time this was written, the only options at users’

disposal is a binary permissions system; access to sensitive device sensors such

as the camera can either be approved or denied, with no consideration for the

broader context of their use.

• (P2) There are no industry standards for communicating an ap-

plication’s use and justification for machine learning operations at

runtime. Similar to P1, at the time this was written, there are no require-

ments for AR application developers to make any indication to their users

when they are performing machine learning operations, or to what purpose

the results of those operations are being used. Of the works related to visual

privacy in AR, the binary permissions structure remains dominant; there are

no works that leverage the user’s privacy preferences and understanding of the

current context to drive access control for these functions.

In the following chapters, we present a selection of research efforts to ad-
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dress these limitations (summarized in Table 2.1). Chapter 3 presents our work

on ARCHIE, a framework which facilitates the collection of usability and system

state data while testing in the wild. ARCHIE addresses (U1) by collecting usability

feedback from the user in situ in response to relevant system events, (U2) by aggre-

gating data in a cloud-enabled backend for scalability, and U3 and the three machine

learning limitations by collecting packets of environmental and system state data in

conjunction with the user feedback for debugging purposes.

The next two chapters focus primarily on the privacy aspect of AR systems.

Chapter 4 presents our work on cataloguing and detecting hidden operations, or

computer vision functions executed behind the scenes of an otherwise honest AR

application without user knowledge. The findings presented in this chapter address

the privacy limitations by exposing the degree to which a malicious or incompetent

developer can abuse the user’s trust, while the proposed solution demonstrates how

user awareness can be improved at runtime to prevent such abuse. Chapter 5 then

presents our work PrivacyManager , which uses environmental conditions to drive

access control of AR applications in realtime. PrivacyManager addresses the privacy

limitations by leveraging the dynamic conditions of a user’s environment (such as

location and movement) to enforce configurable privacy and safety policies (such as

restricting access to the device camera).
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CHAPTER 3

TESTING FOR MOBILE AR

APP USABILITY IN THE

WILD

As demonstrated previously in Chapter 2, there is a need for tools to as-

sess performance of mobile AR systems as they attempt to weather the dynamic

conditions involved in real-life system use. Such use is typically referred to as “in

the wild”, as it reflects users in their natural habitat. Testing under such condi-

tions is difficult, however, due to the significant increase of environmental variables

compared to the (necessarily) constrained conditions when testing in the lab. Com-

puter vision and machine learning modules are notoriously sensitive to unconstrained

conditions, particularly on mobile devices, as environmental factors such as ambient

light levels, user movement speed, viewing angle, level of background processing,

and many other factors can have direct impacts on the module’s ability perform its

task (such as classifying an image). These are known as edge cases, that is, scenarios

in which unanticipated or extreme system inputs yield undesirable outputs.

Figure 3.1 shows examples of some of these unintended behaviors, as a

result of the system being unable to handle conditions “in the wild”. In Figure 3.1a,

an application trained on one set of images (for example, European traffic signs)

presents the wrong warning text for a given sign when used in North America.

In Figure 3.1b, a user who moves very quickly may cause the application to fail
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(a) Classifier tried on incomplete data gener-

ates wrong warning text

(b) Slow processing, quick user movement

prevents classification

(c) Poor label placement covers pertinent

real-world content (car in intersection)

(d) Alert correctly placed but difficult to read

due to poor color choice

Figure 3.1: Examples of edge cases due to unforeseen conditions “in the wild” that may

negatively impact users’ experience of an AR application.
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to recognize a sign if it had only been tested under calm, low-speed conditions

in the lab. Even if the application performs classification and output generation

correctly, it can still run into problems when used in the real world. Figures 3.1c

and 3.1d show two examples of this, where the correct output is still unusable due

to blocking important real-world information and unreadable formatting against the

current background, respectively.

Concern about how an a mobile AR application performs in the wild stems

from the ability of the system to integrate any virtual content it generates directly

into the user’s experience of the real world; this means that incorrectly chosen,

poorly placed, and poorly formatted virtual content can have very real safety and

physiological impacts on the user. While performance and edge case testing are

common in all areas of systems development, this additional human aspect makes

mobile AR system testing unique. Many AR system users experience “simulator

sickness”, or nausea and disorientation caused by a disparity between the appear-

ance and movement of virtual content compared to how the user expects real-world

objects to move [95]. This is particularly prevalent with testers using head-mounted

displays (HMDs) such as the Microsoft HoloLens [170, 80]. Even in handheld sys-

tems, virtual content in mobile AR apps has the potential to obscure and distract

from important real-world content, such as street signs or approaching cars when

playing Pokemon Go, which has significant impacts to user safety [87, 30].

While traditional feedback techniques such as questionnaires and inter-

views can provide insight into straight-forward usability issues, they fail to capture

any quantitative, contextual information about the scenarios which precipitated the

poor feedback (that is, when the tester encountered an edge case). For instance, a

tester evaluating a shopping assistant application may be able to tell the research

team that the labels placed over items in the store were hard to read, but may have

trouble recounting additional specifics such as the level of ambient light in the store

or the number of background objects in the scene. In the case of simulator sickness,

surveys such as the Motion Sickness Assessment Questionnaire (MSAQ) [71] and

Virtual Reality Sickness Questionnaire (VRSQ) [91] can capture only user impres-

sions and provide no concrete system data to debug why the user felt sick. This

problem is exacerbated when testers are evaluating the system over long periods of

time, or experience a gap between system use and feedback collection, and so must
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Orig. [101] Journal Ext. [99]

Configurable multi-scenario testing X X

In-situ user feedback collection X X

Real-time system state data collection X X

Distributed artifact storage X

Configurable post-eval. processing X

Scalable for large test groups X

Device-agnostic X

Table 3.1: Summary of functional additions when extending ARCHIE from the original

system

rely on their memories to describe such events.

To help address these needs, in this chapter we present ARCHIE, the

Augmented Reality Computer-Human Interaction Evaluator framework,

to facilitate system testing and edge case detection for mobile AR systems in the

wild. This chapter reflects work from several papers, including a preliminary confer-

ence version [101] and an expanded journal version [99], with a list of the functional

differences between the two versions summarized in Table 3.1. While the original

ARCHIE platform performed all operations locally, the expanded version offloads

many of its internal functions, balancing complexity with the benefits of scalability,

extensibility, and redundancy offered by a cloud-based back-end. With this in mind,

the primary contributions of our work are as follows:

• Identified trends and challenges when conducting AR system test-

ing. We have conducted a study of recent work that presents and performs

usability testing on AR systems for a range of problem spaces. Through this

study, we identified three challenges that researchers face when testing mobile

AR systems in the wild: incomplete knowledge of test conditions, scalability,

and reproducibility.

• Designed ARCHIE, a cloud-enabled, device-agnostic framework for

conducting in-the-wild testing of mobile AR systems. To address the

challenges highlighted by our motivating study, we developed a scalable frame-

work to assist researchers in conducting AR system testing. We implemented
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ARCHIE as a library plugin for Unity3D[165], a popular development environ-

ment for mixed reality experiences which supports a range of platforms (e.g.

Android, iOS, HoloLens, and more). This library is supported by a Firebase

backend [73] for UI management, data aggregation, and post-processing.

• Demonstrated how ARCHIE can be used in practice using a range

of common AR scenarios. Finally, we present three case studies repre-

senting common scenarios within AR research, to demonstrate the utility and

versatility of our framework. In doing so, we highlight three primary features

offered by ARCHIE: comparison testing, runtime diagnostics, and long-term

testing.

The rest of the chapter is organized as follows: Section 3.1 examines how

usability testing practices in recent AR research efforts lead to challenges when

attempting to conduct testing in the wild. Section 3.2 presents an architectural

overview of the ARCHIE framework, and describes the phases involved in its use.

Sections 3.3 and 3.4 present, respectively, a set of case studies describing how the

ARCHIE framework may be used, as well as our system evaluations. Section 3.5

provides additional discussion on the limitations of our framework, and Section 3.6

concludes.

3.1 Challenges of Current Mobile AR Testing Practices

As presented above in Section 2.3.1, recent efforts in human testing for

mobile AR systems seem to focus on single-task evaluations conducted with small

groups of people for short periods of time. Very few research efforts focus on longi-

tudinal evaluations with testers in the wild. The goal of ARCHIE is to assist AR

researchers in conducting system testing in the wild; therefore, we leveraged the in-

formation provided by the survey results in Section 2.3.1 to identify three challenge

areas that would need to be addressed in order to transition AR system testing

efforts out of the lab and into the real world. In this section, we present an overview

of these three challenges, and discuss how each challenge influenced the design of

the ARCHIE framework.

Challenge #1: Incomplete Knowledge of Test Conditions. The
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first challenge is the inability to correlate testers’ feedback with system state and

other data in order to diagnose the underlying conditions that precipitated specific

feedback. Questionnaires and interviews are particularly weak in this area, as they

are static snapshots of tester feedback with no relation to the system behavior during

the evaluation period that contributed most to the tester’s experience. For example,

a tester might be able to identify that the system seemed slow and unresponsive, but

will not be able to indicate whether it was because of factors such as slow processing

or poor viewing angles captured by the system camera. ARCHIE addresses this first

challenge by collecting samples of system performance and input data in tandem

with tester feedback during run-time. The data collected by ARCHIE (described

in Table 3.3) is grouped into time-boxed “packets”, with the user’s “experience

rating” (shown in Figure 3.10c) included in the title. By grouping and labeling data

in this way, ARCHIE enables researchers to quickly identify and explore contextual

information specific to those conditions which precipitated poor user feedback.

Challenge #2: Scalability. The second challenge is the difficulty in

scaling current testing practices. Current human testing practices focus on working

with small groups of people for short periods of time. This is because testers’ time

is valuable, and recruitment of testers that meet desired criteria may be difficult.

Related to this is the time and labor cost of manually administering questionnaires

and interviews to study participants. Further, research teams typically use very

expensive or specialized equipment, with bespoke code bases tailored to a specific

usage environment. This makes the transition to in-the-wild testing very difficult,

as systems may be ill-equipped to support consumer-grade hardware or open-ended

usage conditions. ARCHIE addresses this second challenge by embracing a device-

agnostic cloud-enabled architecture, specifically as a plugin for the popular Unity3D

IDE [165] with a Firebase backend [73]. Unity3D is one of the preeminent devel-

opment environments for AR and VR systems, and includes support for a wide

range of devices, including mobile systems, head-mounted displays, and standalone

applications for personal computers [167, 166]. Unity even supports browser-based

applications, such as the system proposed by Butcher et. al. [40], through integra-

tions with libraries such as WebGL. Thus, by leveraging Unity, developers can build

a single application and deploy to a range of tester devices, rather than maintaining

individual code bases for each device OS. Similarly, by incorporating Firebase as
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our framework backend, developers gain infrastructure-as-a-service benefits such as

redundancy and high availability, as well as a centralized point of data aggrega-

tion and processing. This means that developers can administer evaluations with

larger groups for longer periods of time, as they no longer have to meet with testers

individually to debrief and retrieve data from their devices.

Challenge #3: Reproducibility. The third challenge in contemporary

AR testing efforts is the inability to effectively compare and reproduce the testing

conditions between test instances. When conducting human testing in the lab, en-

vironmental conditions such as ambient light levels, weather, time of day, viewing

angles, and movement speed are easily controlled between testers. However, when

testing at different locations, or when performing tests in the wild, it is much more

difficult to control and reproduce these conditions. Too great of variance between

test conditions can subsequently make test results unreliable. ARCHIE addresses

this third challenge by providing camera frames, both in their original state and in-

cluding application-generated augmentations, to help researchers verify consistency

of test conditions under which the framework is being used. Using the raw camera

frames, developers can supplement future testing efforts using known problematic

inputs previously collected by the system, either by feeding the frames directly back

into the system or using the frames as seed values to fuzz and generate new data sets.

Subsequent outputs can then be compared against the augmented camera frames to

judge performance of the new system. Feedback collected with traditional methods

such as questionnaires and interviews are unable to provide this information.

3.2 System Design

The design of the ARCHIE framework has undergone several iterations in

order to improve utility and reduce burden for developers. The latest version of the

framework reflects a streamlined developer-facing architecture, with data storage

and processing functions offloaded to the cloud. Developers using ARCHIE are

responsible only for implementing a single function call, event listener, and manifest

file in order to utilize the framework; this means (as shown in Section 3.4) that

modifying an existing code base to incorporate ARCHIE requires on average only

97 new lines of code, where other testing tools might require hundreds of new lines of
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Figure 3.2: ARCHIE architecture diagram

code. In this section, we provide an in-depth discussion of the ARCHIE framework

architecture as well as its behavior during runtime.

3.2.1 Framework Architecture

The core of the ARCHIE framework is built on the concept of a

configuration, which is a particular condition to be evaluated by testers during

a given evaluation period. Configurations are completely developer-determined; a

configuration could be a particular algorithmic implementation, a UI formatting

scheme, or similar set of system characteristics. ARCHIE iterates through a col-

lection of configurations during runtime, collecting usability feedback from testers

relative to the currently available config, and aggregating that feedback data (along

with system input data collected during runtime) in a remote backend.

The system architecture of ARCHIE is reflected in Figure 3.2. The pri-

mary component is the plugin for the Unity IDE (shown in blue), which manages
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Field Data Type Description

config ids String[] List of labels describing the configuration condi-

tions to be tested

config test period Multi-value Interval during which to test each configura-

tion; made up of value (int) and denomination

(string, e.g. “minutes”, “hours”, etc.)

collect raw frame Bool Flag indicating whether framework should collect

raw (unaugmented) camera frames as part of the

system input data collection

collect aug frame Bool Flag indicating whether framework should collect

augmented camera frames as part of the system

input data collection

Table 3.2: Settings and properties of ARCHIE manifest file

the collection of system state and user feedback data. This plugin interfaces with

the Unity core library to retrieve camera frames and scene information, as well as

calculating and logging the frames displayed per second (FPS). The plugin is also

responsible for forwarding data files to Firebase for storage, and raising the ap-

propriate events with the AR application-under-test (AUT) when it is time for a

configuration context switch. The AUT is responsible only for providing a system

manifest file to configure the ARCHIE test instance, implementing an event listener

to respond to configuration changes, and raising the feedback request method as

appropriate (shown at topmost level, Figure 3.2).

Compared to our prior work [101], ARCHIE has a greatly simplified client-

side architecture. This is due to an observation in our motivating survey (described

above in Section 2.3.1) that researchers generally only require testers to evaluate a

relatively small number of options (generally two but as many as four). Because

of this, we genericized our handling of configurations, treating them only as event

labels, and allowing developers to respond to a newly selected label in whatever way

they want. This allows developers and researchers to use ARCHIE to test anything

from alternate color schemes for a UI, to competing computer vision modules, to

different label placement algorithms, and much more.

Utilization of the ARCHIE framework consists of three phases: (1) initial-
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Figure 3.3: ARCHIE runtime program loops for subordinate processes: (A) on frame update,

the State Data Controller keeps a running copy of the last raw/augmented camera frame

pair and logs the latest render time; (B) on feedback request from the application-under-

test (AUT), the Feedback Controller displays the feedback form, aggregates the data packet,

and exports it to Firebase; and (C) on config test period, the Test Controller requests

the next configuration from Firebase and raises the OnConfigSelected() event with the

application-under-test.
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Collected Item Data Type Description

timestamp Date Date and time at which interval ended and data

was packaged

config id String Identifier of the configuration being tested when

data was collected

experience rating String Enumeration reflecting current user experience

(e.g. excellent, good, fair, poor, bad)

issue list String[] Configurable list of issues encountered by the user

during this interval (e.g. poor contrast, etc.)

screenshot raw Image Unaltered frame taken from device camera feed

screenshot aug Image Altered camera frame, containing application-

generated augmentations (e.g. what the user

sees)

fps trace String[] History of how many frames were generated per

second (FPS) during this interval

Table 3.3: Data collected by ARCHIE framework. The issue list, raw and augmented

screenshots, and FPS trace are bundled into “packets”. Packets are labeled with timestamp,

config ID, and experience rating before offloading to Firebase.

ization and pre-deployment, (2) run-time data collection, and (3) post-processing.

The following sections describe these phases in more detail.

3.2.2 Phase 1: Pre-deployment and Initialization

When configuring an application to use ARCHIE, a developer must first

import the Unity plugin and perform a series of one-time steps to integrate Firebase

into the application. First, she must create a project for her application within

the Firebase developer console. Next, she must download the Firebase SDK and

import the base resource package into Unity, as well as the supplementary packages

for Authentication, Storage, and Cloud Functions. Finally, she must install the

Firebase CLI toolkit to her local machine.

The developer must also provide a system manifest, which contains prop-

erties controlling the execution of the test instance (described in Table 3.2). The

primary manifest settings include a list of identifiers for the configurations she wants

to test, the desired test period (e.g. how long a tester should interact with a given
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configuration before moving to the next one), and whether to collect raw or aug-

mented frames from the device camera. Allowing the developer to manipulate sys-

tem parameters directly is an explicit design choice, as it provides developers the

freedom to control framework functionality according to their systems’ needs. For

example, the developer might decide that she does not need raw camera frames, and

so may configure the framework not to collect them, thus saving transmission and

storage bandwidth. A sample system manifest is shown in Section 3.3.1.

The next step for the developer is to provide an event listener to control

and respond to the changes in configuration selection. The event listener overrides

OnConfigSelected() from the ARCHIE TestController class, which is raised by

ARCHIE when the Firebase back-end selects a new configuration for testing. Al-

lowing the developer to implement her own event listener is also an explicit design

choice, as it eliminates restrictions on what functionality can be tested by users.

For example, one developer could declare “light” and “dark” as her configuration

IDs, and respond to configuration change events by swapping out illumination algo-

rithms; another could respond by changing the UI color scheme, while yet another

could respond by changing an avatar model. It also allows developers to extend the

testable functionality at any time by simply expanding a new entry to the list of

supported configurations. A sample event listener implementation is presented in

Section 3.3.1.

The final step to incorporating ARCHIE is to explicitly call

FeedbackRequested() from the base TestController class at some point in her code,

in order to kick off the feedback collection pipeline. While ARCHIE does provide

a default feedback form (as shown in Figure 3.10c), the developer is also free to

reconfigure the form at this time, if she is interested in other issues or factors than

the preset options. Requiring the developer to explicitly configure the feedback

form and make the feedback request is another deliberate design choice, so that

the feedback gathering logic can be triggered at any time that makes sense for the

developer and her specific application. Feedback could be gathered, for example,

on an interval, when the user clicks a particular button, when the app recognizes a

particular target, a combination of these, or under any other condition. The only

requirement is that this method is called explicitly somewhere in the application

code.
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3.2.3 Phase 2: Run-time Execution

During run-time, ARCHIE acts as a mostly transparent middle layer be-

tween the AUT and the end user. The run-time logic of the ARCHIE framework

consists of three primary processes, shown in Figure 3.3, responsible for assem-

bling and offloading the data packets described in Table 3.3. The first of these

subordinate processes (denoted as A) describes the State Data Controller collecting

behavior and input data from the AUT. As Unity refreshes the application UI, the

time that it takes to render the scene is appended to a running log (fps trace).

In addition, approximately once per second, the raw and augmented camera frames

(screenshot raw, screenshot aug) are skimmed from the camera data stream.

Only the latest frame pair is maintained; as new frames become available, the old

ones are overwritten.

The second subordinate process (B) occurs when the AUT raises the

FeedbackRequested() event. When this occurs, the Test Controller will initialize

feedback collection, grabbing a copy of the system state data from the State Data

Controller and displaying the feedback form to the application-under-test. The

feedback form displays on top of the AUT, and includes a general rating for overall

system experience (experience rating), as well as a configurable check list of issues

that the tester may be experiencing (issue list), such as “Poor Contrast”, “Poor

Placement”, “Wrong Size”, and “Distracting”. Once the user has filled out and

submitted the feedback form, the Feedback Controller bundles the data packet,

labels it with the current timestamp and config id, and exports it to Firebase.

The third and final subordinate process (C) demonstrates the Test Con-

troller requesting the next configuration from Firebase after the configured test

interval. The interval is determined by the config test period property of the

system manifest file, and can be specified in terms of minutes, hours, or days. Once

invoked, the Firebase back-end selects the ID of the next configuration to test using

a modified Multi-Arm Bandit approach. We first define the reward function for a

given data vector collected from configuration (ρ) at instance (i) within time slice

(t) as shown in Equation 3.1. This equation provides a numerical representation of

how well the system performed relative to the number of issues the user reported.

Once all the instantaneous rewards have been calculated, the overall reward earned
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Param Type Description

P Collection The set of configurations to be evaluated

LP Integer P min-size constant

T Integer Time slice size constant

U Float Uncertainty constant

C Float Confidence threshold constant

t Object Current time slice of size T

ρt Collection Set of user response data collected while executing config-

uration ρ over time slice t

IRt Integer Reward received at time t

Qt(ρ) Float Action-value function for configuration ρ at time t

Table 3.4: Parameter list for configuration selector algorithm. Values can be set by modi-

fying the Firebase cloud function.

by the configuration during the given time slice is calculated using Equation 3.2. It

should be noted that both of these equations are simply default functions provided

by ARCHIE, and that researchers wishing to use our framework may provide their

own functions that are better tailored to their specific needs.

A(ρti) =
TO LIKERT (experience rating)

SIZE OF (issue list)
(3.1)

α(ρt) =
T∑
i=0

A(ρti) (3.2)

We then customize the traditional upper-confidence-bound solution of the

Multi-Arm Bandit Problem, setting values for the parameters in Table 3.4. The

algorithm starts with the entire collection of configurations (P ) as indicated by the

developer, and calculates the action-value function (Qt) for each configuration (ρ)

at the end of a given time slice (t). Since there is no guarantee that a user will

always give the same feedback for a given configuration, the action-value function

is calculated in a non-stationary manner, giving greater weight to the most recent

reward result for that configuration. If the difference between the minimum and

maximum action-values for a given time slice falls rises above a developer-defined

threshold (C), the configuration that earned the minimum score will be eliminated
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Algorithm 1 Configuration Selection Cloud Function

1: P, LP , T, U, C← Cloud Func config file

2: if t == 0 then

3: for ρ in P do

4: Qt(ρ) = IRt = α(ρt)

5: end for

6: else

7: if size(P ) > LP then

8: for ρ in P do

9: IRt = α(ρt)

10: Qt(ρ) = Qt−1(ρ) + ( 1
U )(IRt −Qt−1(ρ))

11: end for

12: ρmin ← min(Qt(P ))

13: ρmax ← max(Qt(P ))

14: if diff (ρmax, ρmin) ≥ C then

15: remove(P, ρmin)

16: end if

17: return ρmax

18: else

19: return nextInRoundRobin(P)

20: end if

21: end if

from the collection. Once the count of profiles remaining in the collection reaches a

developer-defined limit (LP ), ARCHIE will execute the remaining profiles in Round

Robin fashion for the remainder of the trial.

The goal of this customized algorithm is to prioritize those configurations

in which the tester shows the greatest interest, while simultaneously suppressing

those which the tester finds inferior. If a configuration’s reward is low enough that

it falls below the acceptability threshold, then it is removed entirely and the tester

does not have to interact with it any more. Furthermore, the algorithm does not

require the system to converge on a single best answer. By providing a lower-bound

collection limit, the developer is able to designate the point at which the system will

stop culling the collection and continue with Round Robin instead. By combining

developer-provided parameters with user-driven reward functions, this scheduling
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algorithm helps ensure that testers are only presented with system options in which

they are interested, and none in which they are not.

3.2.4 Phase 3: Post-processing and Analysis

With the ability to scale human testing efforts to larger groups of people

using ARCHIE comes the possibility of having to sort through potentially huge data

sets of testing artifacts (or, discrete system by-products) after the evaluation period

is over. Therefore, ARCHIE includes a post-processing workflow to enable develop-

ers to sort through the data collected by the framework, reducing the complexity of

the dataset to make the review and debugging process more manageable. Further,

this phase provides the opportunity for developers to apply sanitization and organi-

zation logic to data packets as they are received, paving the way for more traditional

analyses of the collected data once the study is over.

The ARCHIE post-processing workflow is depicted in Figure 3.4. The data

packets collected by the framework are shown on the left, where the contents of each

packet are described by Table 3.3: the date and time the files were collected, the ID

of the active configuration at the time of collection, the user’s experience rating, the

user’s list of observed issues, the raw screenshot, the augmented screenshot, and the

FPS trace for that interval. As these packets are collected, ARCHIE applies a set

of “analyzer” scripts to sanitize, organize, or otherwise reason about their contents.

These analyzer scripts take the form of Firebase Cloud Functions; ARCHIE comes

with some basic functions (such as the ones described in Section 3.3.3’s case study),

but developers are free to supplement these scripts with whatever logic makes sense

for their project. Sample outputs are shown on the right side of Figure 3.4; the

developers could maintain a database of statistics calculated from the information

gathered, sanitize and sort the camera frame pairs into buckets based on their con-

tents or testers’ submitted issue lists, or plot graphs of trends in user feedback.

This helps developers focus their attention on what matters to them, whether it be

triaging runtime issues or preparing for more in-depth analyses of collected data.
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Figure 3.4: Post-processing workflow for ARCHIE framework. A developer-selected list of

analyzer functions are executed on data packets collected by the framework during the eval-

uation period, and used to generate an open-ended collection of outputs, such as databases

of statistics, “buckets” of sanitized and sorted images, or graphs of trends in usability and

issue data.
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Figure 3.5: Sample manifest file for the Comparison Testing case study. Iterates between

four unique interface configurations at 24hr intervals. For this case study, raw and aug-

mented camera frames are not being collected.

3.3 Case Studies

To demonstrate the usefulness of ARCHIE, we present the following set

of case study scenarios. Each scenario represents a problem focus identified in our

motivating survey from Section 2.3.1 and highlights a different feature set within the

ARCHIE framework: comparison testing using an avatar case study (Section 3.3.1),

runtime diagnostics using an augmentation display and placement case study (Sec-

tion 3.3.2), and scalable long-term testing using an interaction case study (Section

3.3.3). For simplicity, augmentation display and placement have been consolidated

into a single scenario due to their similarity.

It should be noted that the functional segregation in the following scenarios

are for illustrative purposes only, and do not represent the sum total of evaluations

that developers can run using ARCHIE. For example, we anticipate that a majority

of developers will want to perform comparison testing, as it represented 60% of

papers surveyed in Section 2.3.1; however, this does not preclude those developers

from also conducting runtime diagnostics and/or scalability testing if they wish.

The heart of the ARCHIE framework is developer configurability; developers are

free to leverage any or all of these features in their own evaluations as it make sense

for their project and problem focus.
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Figure 3.6: Buckets with sample frames showing different combinations of augmentation

placement and contrast quality.

3.3.1 Comparison Testing

Our first case study showcases the ability of the ARCHIE framework to

assist developers with comparison testing, where testers are asked to review multiple

interfaces and select their preferred option. In our motivating study, we observed

that a significant portion (60%) of papers conducted some sort of comparison testing,

which is a standard way of identifying tester preference and improving on existing

methodologies.

Scenario Overview: Consider, therefore, a research team which seeks

to understand whether virtual companions can reduce loneliness in older adults at

home. Comparison testing is enabled within the ARCHIE framework using the

system manifest file. Figure 3.5 shows a sample manifest for the avatar comparison

scenario; it includes identifiers for the configurations they wish to test (cat, dog,

human, voice-only), as well as the desired length of time to test each one (24 hours),

and whether to collect raw and augmented frames from the camera feed (false,

periodically collecting usability feedback will be sufficient). ARCHIE then takes

over runtime configuration switching and feedback collection throughout the course

of the evaluation period.
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Figure 3.7: Developer-provided implementation for framework-required events (‘OnConfigS-

elected’) to satisfy the Comparison Testing case study, and display the selected resources

when app next executes (‘OnUpdate’).

Framework Benefits: ARCHIE assists developers engaging in compari-

son testing by managing the rotation of multiple test conditions for each individual

tester. This is accomplished by raising a dedicated event during runtime when it

is time to switch to a new configuration (Fig. 3.7, “OnConfigSelected()”), which

developers can respond to in whatever way makes sense for their application. For

this case study, the developers respond to the configuration change by preloading

the audio and visual resources for the newly selected avatar, and engaging them

when the application next executes (Fig. 3.7, “OnUpdate()”). This event handler

could just as easily be used to swap object recognition or label placement algorithms,

label formatting and color palettes, and any other application-specific task. While

traditional comparison techniques such as A/B testing require large bodies of testers

where each tester experiences and provides feedback on only one condition, devel-

opers using ARCHIE can shepherd each tester through all implementation options

that the team has to offer in a single evaluation period. All data packets collected

by ARCHIE are grouped by name of the configuration under which that data was

gathered, so that developers can review how system performance and user feedback

changes between configuration options.
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Figure 3.8: Use of camera frame pairs to gauge system performance in the Runtime Diag-

nostics case study. We first compute the image difference between the two images (raw and

augmented) to extract the overlay map (e.g. pixels that are occupied by the overlaid AR

content), then we compute the edge and saliency maps from the raw image. All three maps

are then fed into the layout quality estimator.

3.3.2 Runtime Diagnostics

For our second case study, we showcase the ability of the ARCHIE frame-

work to facilitate runtime diagnostics, where data collected during the evaluation

period is used to debug issues experienced therein. In our motivating study, we

observed that the great majority (91%) papers used some sort of written usabil-

ity survey or post-evaluation interview to gather feedback from their participants.

While these approaches are good at giving general usability feedback, they cannot

identify exactly how the system performed at runtime to generate that feedback.

Scenario Overview: Consider, therefore, a research team that has de-

veloped a cultural heritage application to label points of interest (POIs) in walking

tours of a given city. They are ready to deploy their system for testing around

town, and are particularly interested in whether the labels are conveniently placed

and have sufficient contrast against testers’ backgrounds. Figure 3.6 shows examples

of how placement and contrast can affect user experience: poorly placed augmenta-

tions can cover up important real-world information, while augmentations with poor

contrast may be unreadable against certain backgrounds. To test their system for
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these types of conditions, the researchers first configure their instance of ARCHIE

to collect camera frames by setting the collect raw frame and collect aug frame

properties in the system manifest file to “true”. The framework then collects these

images from the camera data stream automatically during runtime.

R =

µ∑
i=1

ν∑
j=1

α1O(i, j) · S(i, j) + α2O(i, j) · E(i, j) (3.3)

After the evaluation period is over, the research team can leverage

ARCHIE’s post-processing workflow to evaluate the pairs of camera frames for label

placement and contrast, using the steps outlined in Figure 3.8. First, the raw and

augmented images are compared, to identify and extract the augmentations from

the scene (called the overlay map). Then the raw frame is processed to identify

edges and areas of semantic importance within the scene, called the edge map and

saliency map, respectively. Finally, the quality of augmentation placement (R) is

calculated using Eq. 3.3, where µ · ν is the image size, O(i, j) represents the overlay

map indicating the region occupied by the projection of the augmented content on

the image plane. S(i, j) represents the saliency map, and E(i, j) is the edge map. If

R is above a given threshold, the augmentation placement is determined to be poor.

Contrast can be determined using standard procedures, where the brightness of the

augmentation pixels are compared with the brightness of the surrounding pixels. A

contrast score below a given threshold is classified as poor. Labeled image pairs can

then be assigned to “buckets” (such as those shown in Figure 3.6), and addressed

by the research team in groups.

Framework Benefits: While standard usability surveys such as the Sys-

tem Usability Scale (SUS) [168] and the NASA Task Load Index (TLX) [22] can

identify situations in which users experienced poor placement or readability of aug-

mentations, they are unable to provide any systems-level assistance in diagnosing

or debugging those issues. This problem is particularly prevalent in mobile AR

systems running on smartphones or tablets, where runtime conditions such as am-

bient light levels, viewing angles, content and color of the image background, and

number of active processes running on the device can all have direct impacts on

system performance and the quality of augmentation display. By leveraging run-

time files collected by ARCHIE, developers can perform diagnostic tasks such as
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Figure 3.9: Sample ARCHIE post-processing analyzer functions for Long-term Testing case

study. “aggregateFeedback()” parses data (timestamp, usability score, list of issues en-

countered, environmental context label) from feedback packets as they are uploaded to

Firebase, and writes it to a running log. “generateGraphs()” executes every night at

midnight to plot graphs from the running data log, and write those graphs to image files.

identifying performance dips using the FPS traces, or calculating hard metrics such

as placement and contrast scores described above using the raw/augmented image

pairs. Further, all of these data points can be cross-referenced with individual user

feedback records for those exact instances. Traditional usability feedback surveys

are unable to provide this kind of information.

3.3.3 Scalable Long-term Testing

Our third case study showcases the ability of the ARCHIE framework

to support developers engaging in scalable long-term testing, in which evaluations

span large groups of testers for long periods of time. In our motivating study,

a significant portion of papers conducted user studies with fewer than 25 people

(68%) with each tester spending only a single day on the task (79%). This is because

recruiting, supporting, and debriefing user study participants is expensive and time-

consuming for both the participants and the study administrators. Platforms such

as Mechanical Turk can facilitate testing with larger groups of people, but typically

only for short periods of time.

Scenario Overview: Consider, therefore, a research team that has de-

veloped a new method for using smartwatch IMU sensors to perform free-form ges-

ture tracking as an input method for AR systems. They figure configure their

instance of ARCHIE by disabling comparison testing (by leaving the config ids
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and config test period fields blank within the system manifest file), and enabling

frame collection (by setting the collect raw frame and collect aug frame fields

to “true”). They then configure their ARCHIE post-processing environment with

analyzer functions such as those shown in Figure 3.9, which take the form of Firebase

Cloud Functions that operate on the data packets uploaded from the framework.

The first function (“aggregateFeedback()”) fires whenever a new data packet

is uploaded to Firebase from the system-under-test. It unzips the packet, extracts

the user feedback JSON file and raw image, and parses out the information that the

team is interested in (specifically, the usability score, list of issues encountered, and

environment classification label). These values, along with the current timestamp,

are then appended to a running log. The second function (“generateGraphs()”) is

configured to run every night at midnight, taking subsets of the data captured by

the running log file and generating graphs charting such trends as usability scores

over time or the most highly rated issues for a given month. These functions run

autonomously for as long as the developers need them to; at any time, they can log

in to the Firebase console and access these graphs to see the latest trends.

Framework Benefits: The benefit of long-term testing is that it gives a

more realistic understanding of how testers interact with and feel about a system.

This is because testers are able to experience the system over a variety of tasks,

moods, and contexts, which can highlight usability concerns that were not appar-

ent in initial short-term, constrained laboratory testing. However, relying only on

traditional feedback methodologies such as journals or periodic surveys and inter-

views when conducting long-term testing can lead to a lower quality of feedback

as testers are forced to recall system interactions instead of logging them in the

moment. By combining in situ collection of performance and feedback data with

cloud-based file storage, ARCHIE supports developers conducting long-term test-

ing with large groups in supervising their participants and observing how usability

feedback changes over time. Generating graphs from running log files, as described

in the above case study, is just an example of what ARCHIE can offer with the

help of Firebase Cloud Functions. Developers could write functions to perform any

number of tasks, such as calculate a running metric and then email themselves when

it falls above or below a certain threshold, or to classify and sanitize images as they

come in to protect user privacy. While our prior work [101] performed all framework
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operations locally, this new distributed architecture allows for research and develop-

ment teams to test remotely and at scale, with all collected artifacts accumulating

in a single central location, agnostic of the number, type, or version of devices being

used - a feature which is highly useful in the era of COVID19.

3.4 Evaluations

In designing our evaluations, our goal was to demonstrate, not only that

ARCHIE can operate within a range of AR system operations, but also that it is

able to perform its duties without negative impact to the application-under-test. It

is crucial for a testing tool to remain transparent from the tester’s perspective, and

for any feedback that a tester provides to be a result of the application they are

testing and not the testing tool itself. As such, we examined not only the traditional

performance overhead metrics, but also the network cost of using ARCHIE, to ensure

that the reason a tester does not like an application under test is not because of our

framework.

3.4.1 Test Set-up

One of our evaluation goals was to show how ARCHIE impacts system

performance when performing different AR operations. To this end, we tested using

applications configured to perform two types of sensing tasks:

• Environment: For the Environment condition, the system utilizes ground

plane recognition from Vuforia. It presents a reticule on the ground plane,

and places a 3D label reading “Hello ARCHIE” when the user touches the

plane.

• Object: For the Object condition, the system utilizes 3D object recognition

offered by Vuforia. (For our purposes, we used a coffee mug as shown in Figure

3.10.) The system then automatically detects the object when it comes into

camera view, and places a 3D label reading “Hello ARCHIE” in front of the

object.

These applications (Environment and Object) were considered our “origi-

nal” conditions. Once the initial test conditions were established, we modified the
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 3.10: Screenshots of ARCHIE in use; showcasing prototype comparing (a) small and

(b) large text sizes for object labels, and (c) collecting feedback with form overlaid on top

of app UI
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(a) Environment (b) Object

Figure 3.11: CPU resource consumption over time for test conditions before and after

incorporating ARCHIE.

code bases to incorporate ARCHIE, yielding with two new applications. For these

new conditions (With ARCHIE), the labels were set to change font sizes every 10

seconds (from small to large), and the feedback form to display every 30 seconds.

All four applications were implemented using the Unity3D IDE and executed on an

iPhone 8 Plus with a six-core A11 processor, 3GB of memory, 64GB of storage, and

a full HD screen (1920 x 1080 pixels). We elected to use a smartphone as our run-

time device because it can also represent a head-mounted or augmented windshield

display if a tester has the correct mount.

3.4.2 System Overhead

For our system overhead evaluations, we compared the run-time perfor-

mance of the Environment and Object test conditions with their ARCHIE-enabled

counterparts. The test procedure involved 15 second intervals of pointing the de-

vice camera toward a recognized target (i.e. ground plane after touching or the

pre-scanned mug), and a “neutral” view (i.e. a website with a stopwatch timer).

These intervals were repeated for a 2 minute period, yielding four sessions for each

view. When testing with an ARCHIE-modified version, the feedback form was also

displayed and submitted every 30 seconds after the first minute.

The results of those trials can be found in Figures 3.11, 3.12, and 3.13

for CPU, memory, and frame rate consumption respectively. The raw signals were
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(a) Environment (b) Object

Figure 3.12: Memory resource consumption over time for test conditions before and after

incorporating ARCHIE.

(a) Environment (b) Object

Figure 3.13: Frame rate over time for test conditions before and after incorporating

ARCHIE.
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sampled at a rate of 1 Hz, and have been de-noised with a weighted moving average

function. Our first observation is that, even though the same testing procedure was

utilized in both conditions, the resource consumption for the Environment condition

stays relatively flat while the traces for the Object condition exhibit distinct peaks

and valleys. This is because general-purpose ground plane detection is a consistent

process executed on every frame, where, once a predefined target has been identi-

fied, per-frame recognition attempts cease and the library switches to tracking the

identified target.

While the system does experience an increase in CPU and memory con-

sumption when incorporating ARCHIE, the user experience does not seem to be

affected, as evidenced by the lack of impact to the number of frames displayed per

second. There is a sudden drop in FPS when the feedback form is displayed, as

evidenced by the dips in Figures 3.13a and 3.13b, but the decrease lasts for only

a single reading (sampled at 1Hz), and does not significantly impact the average

overall FPS (30.12 to 29.96 for the Environment condition and 30.07 to 29.9 for

the Object condition). Based on this, and the fact that ARCHIE is intended to

be a testing platform and not utilized in everyday application use, we consider the

increased resource consumption to be permissible.

3.4.3 Network and Storage Overhead

We also evaluated the bandwidth requirements to transmit and store frame-

work artifacts in Firebase. This is important to help maintain a balance between

storing large bodies of data with their helpfulness during post-processing. For this

evaluation we considered transmissions for both the Environmental and Object test

conditions, with both “simple” (a plain white wall) and “busy” (a densely patterned

rug) backgrounds. It should be noted that, since the artifacts are transmitted asyn-

chronously from the test instance and evaluated en masse after the instance is over,

we do not consider transmission latency in our evaluations.

Figure 3.14 shows the file sizes in KB when transmitting the raw input

image, the augmented input image, and the alphanumeric system and feedback data

files to Firebase. All transmission packets were 360 KB or less, with corresponding

contributions of the different files varying by condition and background. It should
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Figure 3.14: Reported file sizes in kB when uploading to Firebase

be noted that the data file sizes are on the order of bytes rather than KB, and so

are not visible in the graph.

While 360 KB is not an unreasonably large packet size, it can become

burdensome to an application under test if many packets are being sent. Developers

can control this to some extent by carefully managing the conditions under which

feedback is being requested (described in Sections 3.2.2 and 3.2.3) and disabling the

collection of either the raw or augmented input images if applicable. In future work,

we wish to also explore the trade-offs of dynamically adjusting the resolution of the

captured images during run-time, in order to balance transmission size and efficacy

of the post-processing workflow.

3.5 Additional Discussion

Supplementing standard usability questionnaires. ARCHIE is in-

tended to supplement rather than replicate or replace standard usability question-

naires such as the SUS [168] and the NASA TLX [22]. It does this by gathering

data on system behavior, environmental inputs, and tester-observed issues during

runtime. This additional data gives researchers a better understanding of contexts

which precipitate poor usability feedback than usability questionnaires could on

their own. The choice to prompt testers only for general usability scores and a list
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of observed issues was done to limit the impact of ARCHIE on the user experi-

ence. If the user was being stopped in the middle of their current task to answer

lengthy questions on a mobile device, there could be significant impacts: at best,

the tester’s mental flow would be disrupted, while at worst, their situational aware-

ness and overall safety could be affected. Therefore, we collect only what data we

need during runtime, and rely on traditional methods to collect more generalized

usability information.

Supplementing standard data science toolkits. ARCHIE is also in-

tended to supplement rather than replicate or replace traditional data science toolk-

its and workflows. Indeed, ARCHIE’s post-processing workflow gives developers a

“first line of defense” in terms of sanitizing and organizing data as it comes in,

smoothing the way for more in-depth analyses later. Developers could apply, for

example, a filter based on the algorithms presented in [158], where images taken in

sensitive areas such as bathrooms and bedrooms are automatically dropped from

storage, or those presented in [184], where individual sensitive items in pictures such

as faces or license plates are proactively blurred out. Developers could, alternatively,

use the data packets coming in to extract or calculate additional data points that

construct a separate supplementary data set, such as the edge and saliency maps

presented in Section 3.3.2. All of this data could then be processed using traditional

analysis methods as necessary.

Privacy concerns when collecting camera frames. While there are

legitimate privacy concerns inherent in collecting images from users’ devices,

ARCHIE is ultimately a testing tool; as such, we can make certain assumptions.

First, we assume that developers have obtained the appropriate IRB approval, as

well as permission from testers to collect images as part of their study. Second,

we assume that users will be interacting with the system only for a pre-determined

amount of time, limiting the amount of data captured by the system. Finally, we

assume that research teams utilizing ARCHIE are taking the appropriate privacy

precautions, such as (but not limited to), screening or sanitizing images as necessary

using techniques such as those presented in [158, 184].

Providing feedback with non-touchscreen modalities. While the

current iteration of ARCHIE assumes the availability of a touchscreen interface for

the purposes of this paper, the system can easily extend to display the feedback
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form on a companion device if the primary display is incompatible, such as an HMD

or augmented windshield. In these cases, the feedback form could be displayed on

a tethered smartphone or similar device to capture user input. In future work, we

would like to explore the use of voice recognition to allow testers to speak their

feedback rather than inputting it onto a physical form.

3.6 Summary

AR applications that run on small handheld or wearable mobile devices are

incredibly popular, but require their developers to be able to handle effectively innu-

merable combinations of contexts and inputs. Unanticipated environmental factors

such as ambient light levels, movement speed, and background “noise” (both visual

and audible) can cause AR applications to respond in undesired ways. Traditional

usability feedback collection methods, such as questionnaires and surveys, are inca-

pable of tying poor user feedback back to the runtime conditions which precipitated

it. ARCHIE++ fills this need by strategically aggregating packets of system perfor-

mance data in tandem with usability feedback collected in situ. These packets can

then be used by developers to debug runtime issues, identify user preferences, and

perform long-term trend analysis.

However, gathering data in this way only works if the developer is proac-

tively trying to improve the usability of their application. It does not protect against

application behavior which the user cannot observe and does not know is happening.

In the next chapter, we explore the potential of developers to violate usability and

privacy by performing machine learning operations without user knowledge.
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CHAPTER 4

DETECTING HIDDEN

VISION OPERATIONS IN AR

APPS

As previously mentioned, as mobile AR systems become more prevalent,

there is a correspondingly increased concern over the privacy risks associated with

these apps. This is due to the fact that mobile AR apps require direct access to

live data streams, such as the camera and microphone feeds, in order to generate

and integrate virtual content into the user’s experience of the real world. This

level of access poses a significant privacy risk, as always-on pervasive sensors such

as cameras and microphones can capture unintentionally privacy-sensitive content,

both from the user and from bystanders in the user’s vicinity. When the sensors are

integrated into mobile systems, such as smartphones, tablets, and head-mounted

displays (HMDs), the potential invasion of privacy is exacerbated due to the user’s

ability to change location and viewing angle freely within the environment. As

serious as these privacy risks are, a blanket ban of such systems is infeasible, as this

would hamstring vital systems such as those used for monitoring patients in assisted

living centers [36].

This privacy threat is further amplified by the emergence of powerful

commercially-available libraries for AR and computer vision, which provide pre-

trained machine learning modules out-of-the-box, effectively eliminating any pre-
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vious knowledge requirements and streamlining the development process for AR

systems. Toolkits such as Google’s ARCore [60], Apple’s ARKit [59], Microsoft’s

Mixed Reality Toolkit for Hololens [114], and PTC’s Vuforia plugin [172] for the

Unity IDE [165], provide AR-specific functionality directly to their targeted plat-

forms. Alternatively, more general-purpose libraries such as OpenCV [120], Tensor-

Flow [159], and Google’s MLKit [62] offer a broader range of vision and machine

learning operations. The availability of such tools enables developers to create AR

applications without requiring extensive knowledge of computer vision or machine

learning concepts, thereby lowering the bar for malicious developers to collect per-

sonal data from their users while introducing limited processing overhead on their

mobile platform of choice. Further, since the machine learning and computer vision

operations are able to conducted on-device, a malicious developer need only exfil-

trate the results of such operations for aggregation and analysis, rather than a set

of raw images or video clips; an example of this would be offloading the results of

an image labelling operation in the form of an alphanumeric string array, a data

packet with a footprint orders of magnitude smaller than a set of images.

One recent work by Srivastava et. al. [143] seeks to categorize camera-

based applications by the operations performed on visual data, and how well that

aligns with user expectations of application behavior. The key difference between

this work (known as “CamForensics”) and ours is that we specifically focus on

malicious developers of mobile AR applications leveraging commercially available

vision libraries to conduct additional hidden operations behind the scenes of an

otherwise honest application. While the CamForensics system can help identify

what high level operations are being performed, it is unable to determine the context

of such an operation, e.g. whether it is honest or malicious. This is especially

important when the same high level operation (such as image labelling) is being

used for both honest and malicious purposes within the same application.

Therefore, the objective of this chapter is to understand the privacy risks

associated with hidden operations within mobile augmented reality applications,

given the capabilities of commercially available AR and vision libraries and the

current permissions structures of mobile operating systems. For the purposes of

this chapter, we focus on mobile AR applications that run on smartphones, as this

platform has the greatest number of users, and it can be used to simulate an HMD
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thanks to products such as the Google Cardboard [171]. As such, we make the

following contributions:

• We present the “hidden operations” privacy threat for mobile aug-

mented reality systems, in which a developer’s ability to perform machine

learning or computer vision operations behind the scenes of an otherwise hon-

est app, without alerting the user, can result in the loss of users’ personal

information. We present this threat in the context of three different categories

of commercially available AR and vision libraries: integrated AR libraries,

function-level libraries, and general purpose libraries. We then examine the

similarity of honest AR applications with those engaging in two different types

of hidden operations: complementary (e.g. building on the advertised func-

tionality of the application), and orthogonal (e.g. independent of the adver-

tised functionality of the application).

• We propose a new system for AR application development that OS

and app marketplace publishers can employ to mitigate this threat.

This system consists of three primary components: a trusted signing service

for vision models, a trusted computing environment for executing those models

on-device, and an expanded list of runtime permissions to communicate more

effectively to end-users what vision operations an AR application is actually

performing. We follow this proposal with a set of exploratory experiments to

determine the feasibility and utility of our system in assisting with runtime

testing efforts, and differentiating between honest and malicious AR applica-

tions.

The rest of the chapter is organized as follows. Sections 4.1 and 4.2 respec-

tively describe our adversary model and the approach for inserting malicious logic

into an AR application. Sections 4.3 and 4.4 describe our proposed system and

exploratory experiments, respectively. Section ?? discusses limitations and open

problems, and Section 4.5 concludes.
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4.1 Threat Model

While it is possible for an incompetent or unaware developer to violate user

privacy unintentionally, for the purposes of this chapter, we consider the adversary to

be a third party app developer who intentionally creates and distributes a malicious

mobile AR application. In order to distribute their application, the adversary must

be able to publish the malicious AR app to the approved application marketplace for

their platform of choice; this requires them to adhere to all standard conventions for

system architecture, data, and asset storage, permissions, and security as dictated

by the target operating system. In doing so, this demonstrates that, from a code

inspection standpoint, the malicious application appears indistinguishable from an

honest one.

Figure 4.1 demonstrates the system architecture for a mobile AR appli-

cation. The AR application’s core logic drives the primary functionality, such as

managing the user interface and handling system events. The core logic interfaces

with a third-party AR library, which encapsulates the computer vision and machine

learning logic for the system to use. This interaction is managed by a set of asset

files, which represent the targets that the AR library is trying to recognize. Asset

files are unique to each AR library, and can take the form of raw images, compiled

databases of feature points, neural networks, and more. The AR library connects

to the device sensors (e.g. camera, microphone, etc.), using the provided asset files

to trigger recognition events. The application core is then free to respond to these

events in whatever way is appropriate, such as displaying a label or placing a 3D

model into the user’s view of the environment.

The adversary’s objective is to use the AR app to stealthily collect infor-

mation about the app user and their environment that they would otherwise be

unable to obtain from a non-AR smartphone app [141, 142]. In other words, we

do not consider scenarios such as side-channel attacks where the AR app attempts

to collect GPS location, since this kind of information can already be obtained

via other means. Rather, we focus on data which is obtainable through execution

of machine learning logic by an AR application during runtime, that is, from the

live camera feed. The adversary will attempt to stealthily collect this information

through the use of hidden operations within in the AR app. We define “hidden
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Figure 4.1: System architecture for a mobile AR application leveraging a third-party AR

library. The application is controlled by its core logic and any asset files needed to interface

with the selected AR library. The nature of the asset files depends on the type of AR library

being used, and could be anything from raw images, to databases of 3D object feature points,

to pre-trained neural networks. The developer has complete control over the core logic and

the asset files; once in place, they can be easily exploited to conduct additional operations

behind the scenes without the user’s knowledge (discussed further in Section ??).

operations” to mean any machine learning functionality that is outside the scope of

what is communicated to and expected by the end user. Once the data is obtained,

we assume that the adversary will be able to exfiltrate it without being detected by

the user, using techniques such as piggybacking the information on top of routine

software updates.

4.1.1 Threat Overview

The ability for developers of mobile augmented reality applications to per-

form “hidden operations”, that is, unadvertised machine learning or computer vision

operations on live camera frames, constitutes a serious threat to end-user privacy.

Deng et. al. describe seven key threats to user privacy, known as the LINDDUN

model [58]: Linkability (the ability to determine whether two items of interest are

related in the system), Identifiability (the ability to positively identify an item of in-

terest within the system), Non-repudiation (the ability to conclusively tie an actor

back to an action taken within the system), Detectability (the ability to deter-

mine whether an item of interest exists within the system), information Disclosure

(the ability to expose personal information that should not be accessible), content

Unawareness (the inability of an end-user to fully know the extent of data collected
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(a) Complementary (estimating age and gen-

der)

(b) Orthogonal (inferring relative wealth,

socio-economic status)

Figure 4.2: Example “hidden operation” attacks for (a) complementary [e.g. building on the

advertised functionality] and (b) orthogonal [e.g. independent of advertised functionality]

operations

or inferred by the system), and policy and consent Non-compliance (the ability of

the system to go against advertised privacy policies and end-user expectations).

By conducting a hidden operation behind the scenes of the advertised AR

application functionality, the developer engages in three of the LINDDUN privacy

threats in particular: information disclosure, content unawareness, and policy and

consent non-compliance. First, the system exhibits information disclosure by

leveraging a legitimate data stream to potentially learn personal data that it should

not have access to (such as the user’s age, gender, or socio-economic status). The

system also results in content unawareness by keeping secret the nature and ex-

tent of data gathered during the operation. The fact that the user is unaware of

the hidden operation is fundamental to the operation’s success. Finally, the sys-

tem exhibits policy and consent non-compliance by exploiting the permissions

granted for the advertised AR functionality to execute the additional hidden oper-

ations behind the scenes.
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4.1.2 Assumptions and Example Scenarios

There are a number of ways in which the adversary can implement their

hidden operations. In this chapter, we only consider the adversary who utilizes

existing vision and machine learning libraries to implement their hidden operations.

This is because commercially available libraries provide the most convenient method

for developing AR apps, since they require a much lower level of skill and domain

knowledge compared to implementing such logic from scratch. Additionally, we

assume that the adversary is completing the majority of their machine learning

logic locally on-device; this is because augmented reality applications have a strict

threshold of tolerable computational latency. Offloading the entirety of vision or

machine learning operations to the cloud would incur too much latency to be feasible

for realtime responsiveness as required for AR system output [107, 188]. Further, we

assume that the hidden operations are also performed locally, as offloading frames

for processing en masse risks getting caught by network monitors for transmitting

large amounts of image or video data, without any guarantee that the files contain

anything of interest.

The scope of the hidden operations privacy threat can be demonstrated

through the following sample scenarios:

• Complementary Hidden Operation: Figure 4.2a demonstrates a com-

plementary hidden operation, in which the additional logic being executed

leverages and builds upon the existing, advertised functionality of the base

application. Here, the adversary distributes an application such as Snapchat

[152], which identifies and displays an overlay on top of faces. However, be-

hind the scenes, they utilize a custom TensorFlow model to estimate the age

and gender of observed faces without communicating so to the user. This is

considered a “hidden operation” because age and gender estimation ostensibly

have nothing to do with the advertised functionality of the application.

• Orthogonal Hidden Operation: Figure 4.2b demonstrates an orthogonal

hidden operation, in which the additional logic being executed is completely

independent of the application’s existing advertised functionality. Here, the

adversary offers a retail application which detects vertical or horizontal planes
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to display virtual models of furniture, allowing the user to preview how the

items would look in their home. However, under the covers, the adversary

also leverages Google ML Kit’s coarse-grained image labelling functionality

to determine when the camera view also contains interesting items such as

electronics, handbags, or jewelry. Once detected, these frames can be offloaded

for additional processing, in order to infer the user’s relative economic status.

In the following sections, we discuss a selection of possible implementations

for hidden operations in mobile AR, and propose a design for improved testing and

permissions of mobile AR apps.

4.2 Hidden Operations in Mobile AR Applications

In this section, we present an overview of the process of building a mobile

augmented reality application, as well as the steps involved in hiding additional

logic behind the scenes using a selection of commercially available libraries. We also

present a series of comparisons between honest and dishonest AR applications to

demonstrate their similarity and the subsequent difficulty in distinguishing between

them.

4.2.1 Commercial Vision Toolkits

As computer vision and machine learning operations become more com-

monplace, the demand for efficiently encapsulated, plug-and-play style libraries and

toolkits has also risen. We have identified three broad categories of commercially

available vision toolkits: integrated AR libraries, function-level vision libraries, and

general purpose vision libraries. Each of these categories has its own benefits and

drawbacks when used in mobile AR applications (as summarized in Table 4.1). We

assume that the adversary is utilizing one of these libraries in order to build their

AR application and implement their hidden operations. The developer may also

combine any of these libraries together into a single app, both within and across

categories. For example, an application which uses Vuforia to identify beverage la-

bels can also leverage ARCore to detect and track face meshes, or an application

which uses ARCore to place virtual superheroes on a tabletop could also use Tensor-
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APPROACH LIMITATIONS

Integrated AR

Libraries

Leverage common functional-

ity provided directly by OS

or platform publisher; config-

urable with custom asset files

Requires pre-existing knowl-

edge of targets in order to select

asset files; no ability to modify

library functionality

Function-level

Vision Libraries

Pre-packaged implementations

for common functions (e.g. im-

age classification) with limited

customizability

Requires manual connection

to camera and processing of

frames; no support for dynamic

offloading of operations

General Purpose

Vision Libraries

Platform-agnostic support for

advanced vision and machine

learning operations with high

degree of customizability and

control

Requires high level of subject

matter expertise, and manual

collection of data sets for train-

ing and testing

Table 4.1: High-level summary of libraries that may be used when hiding malicious opera-

tions.

Flow to identify other objects in the room and generate customized speech bubbles

for the models. In doing so, the adversary can leverage the strengths of one type of

library to compensate for the limitations of another.

Integrated AR Libraries

Integrated AR libraries are fully encapsulated, local-processing libraries

developed specifically by a given OS or platform provider in order to supply AR

functionality. Examples of integrated AR libraries include Google’s ARCore [60],

Apple’s ARKit [59], Microsoft’s Mixed Reality Toolkit [114], and PTC’s Vuforia

[172]. Figure 4.3 shows the program loop of an application using an integrated

AR library, such as ARCore. Being directly integrated with the target platform or

IDE allows these libraries to abstract away many of the mechanical operations for

the adversary; the library will automatically connect to the camera, perform target

recognition and tracking, and invoke event listeners. The adversary is responsible

only for supplying assets A and registering event listeners to execute when a

target’s asset is recognized in the camera feed B . The nature of the assets to

be supplied depends on the library being used. ARCore supports recognition of

elements such as the environmental ground plane (no assets required), and raw 2D

images (such as collections of logos). Meanwhile, Vuforia recognizes not only the
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Figure 4.3: Program loop for an integrated AR library (e.g. ARCore). While each integrated

library has its own unique architecture, they all share similar high-level concepts.

ground plane and collections of 2D images, but also 3D models of real-world objects.

Benefits: The primary benefit of integrated AR libraries is the speed and

efficiency with which their functionality can be integrated into an application, due to

the low burden of knowledge required from the adversary to utilize them. Addition-

ally, because the recognition logic for these libraries depends only on these asset files,

it is a relatively simple matter to update trackable targets on the fly by download-

ing new assets during runtime. The adversary can easily change their application

logic by downloading new images (if using ARCore) or a new target database (if

using Vuforia) from a back-end server, and resetting the library’s collection of active

assets.

Limitations: There are some limitations to using integrated AR libraries

when implementing an AR application. First, the adversary is limited to using only

that functionality that the library publisher provides at the time. There is no way

for them to modify or expand that logic if it doesn’t meet their needs. Second, the

reliance on explicit asset files requires the adversary to know exactly what they will

be recognizing during runtime; there is no support for class-based recognition.
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Figure 4.4: Program loop for function-level vision library (e.g. Google ML Kit). While

each function-level library has its own unique architecture, they all share similar high-level

concepts.

Function-level Vision Libraries

In contrast to integrated libraries, function-level vision libraries are re-

sources offered in a modular fashion around specific AR or CV operations with

moderate levels of customizability. These libraries can either be executed locally or

remotely, depending on the publisher’s system architecture. Google’s ML Kit [62]

and Cloud ML APIs [49] are examples of local and remote function-level vision ser-

vices respectively. Figure 4.4 shows the program loop of an application leveraging a

function-level vision library such as ML Kit. Here, instead of providing raw asset files

for the library to recognize, the adversary need only import the specific sub-library

associated with the functionality they wish to utilize A . Within the application’s

core logic, the adversary is required to provide considerably more system-level logic

to perform such tasks as connecting to the device camera, processing frames, and

passing them to the library to be recognized B .

Benefits: The primary benefit of function-level vision libraries is in their

considerably broader range of supported operations compared to integrated AR

libraries. While integrated AR libraries are limited to operations such as ground

plane detection and recognition of pre-loaded 2D and 3D targets, libraries such

as Google’s ML Kit offer more robust operations such as text recognition, face
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detection, barcode scanning, pose estimation, image labeling, object classification,

and target tracking. Further, because the libraries are subdivided by functionality,

only the portion relevant to the desired function need to be added to the target

application. Because of this, the same library can be used to perform different

operations; for example, the default image labeling library from Google’s ML Kit

recognizes more than 400 class-level labels [61], allowing the adversary to use the

same logic whether they want to recognize animals such as cats, birds, or dogs, or

“luxury” items such as sunglasses, jewelry, or computers.

Limitations: Similar to integrated libraries, the functionality of function-

level libraries is limited to what the publisher provides. While the range of function-

ality offered by libraries such as Google MLKit is more robust than libraries such

as ARCore, and in some cases does provide some level of customization for a given

operation, the adversary is still limited in what they can do. Further, at the time

this chapter was written, no commercially available function-level libraries offer sup-

port for dynamic offloading of operations; depending on the library, all operations

are either fully local or fully remote. Therefore, this category of libraries is a poor

choice for an adversary who desires the flexibility of a hybrid processing solution.

General Purpose Vision Libraries

General purpose vision libraries such as Tensorflow [159], OpenCV [120],

and SciKit-Learn [136] are fully open-ended third-party libraries which support more

advanced levels of vision and machine learning operations. Figure 4.5 shows the

program loop for an application utilizing one of these general purpose libraries (such

as Tensorflow). The adversary must first collect a sufficient body of data samples

for their chosen operation. They then select a base algorithm, then trains, tests,

and validates the model before exporting it into a mobile-compatible format A . In

this way, general purpose libraries build on the structure of function-level libraries

by allowing the adversary to fully customize the recognition logic in whatever way

they wish. In the application code, they must connect to the device camera, extract

frames from the feed, perform pre-processing, and pass them to the model to be

processed B .

Benefits: The primary benefits of using general purpose vision libraries
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Figure 4.5: Program loop for general purpose vision library (e.g. Tensorflow). While each

general purpose library has its own unique architecture, they all share similar high-level

concepts.

center on the adversary’s ability to fully customize their model according to their

own system’s needs. These libraries can be used when publishers of the other two

library categories do not offer an adversary’s desired functionality out-of-the-box.

Examples of this include the publisher offering a given function that is trained

for an unhelpful dataset, offering a given function remotely when the adversary

needs to run it locally, or not providing the functionality at all. Further, if they

discover a scenario in which their system is performing poorly, they can retrain

and redeploy their vision model to improve performance, while another developer

using an integrated or function-level library would have to make do with whatever

functionality was commercially available.

Limitations: The primary limitation of general purpose vision libraries is

that they are much more difficult to use than integrated AR libraries or function-level

vision libraries, requiring a much higher level of familiarity with computer vision

concepts in order to develop a working model. Therefore, this type of library is not

recommended for an adversary who is not comfortable with more hands-on computer

vision or machine learning tasks, or one who is unable to collect sufficient data

samples for testing and training. This is because the work of training a custom vision

module to a high level of accuracy can be quite demanding in terms of time, storage
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and processing requirements, especially with environmental variations such as low

light or a partially blocked line of sight. This makes the process of updating a model

on the fly quite impractical when running locally. Finally, general purpose libraries

are typically quite monolithic in structure compared to the other two categories,

which can contribute further to storage and resource drain on-device.

4.2.2 Comparing Honest and Dishonest Applications

There are currently no publicly available, open source examples of known

malicious AR applications; therefore, we developed three prototype applications to

investigate the extent to which honest and dishonest MAR applications differ from

each other. The applications were fully implemented in Java for the Android op-

erating system as proofs-of-concept for increasing levels of maliciousness. The first

application (A1) represents the “honest” application, in which the only operations

being executed are in keeping with advertised functionality, and are thoroughly com-

municated to the end users. For the purposes of this chapter, we designed A1 to

recognize faces and place an overlay on the camera feed, outlining the primary land-

marks of the recognized face (e.g. eyes, mouth, etc.). The second application (A2)

builds on the first, supplementing the honest logic with a complementary hidden

operation, that is, one that builds upon the existing honest logic without informing

users of its existence or purpose. A2 calculates the age and gender of the detected

faces, but provides no indicator to the user of the operation. Finally, the third appli-

cation (A3) supplements the honest logic with an orthogonal hidden operation, that

is, one that is completely independent of the existing honest logic, but is similarly

undisclosed to the end users. A3 performs text recognition on frames taken from the

live feed, an operation which is performed regardless of the results returned from

the primary logic.

Permissions

All three of the applications described above were developed with the same

set of explicitly requested permissions, e.g. access to the camera and write permis-

sions to external storage. During compile time, the various resource libraries incor-

porated into the different code bases add their own requested permissions to the
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PERMISSION LEVEL A1 A2 A3 MATCH

Internet Normal X 100%

Access Network State Normal X 96.8%

Camera Dangerous X X X 95.1%

Write External Storage Dangerous X X X 91.9%

Read External Storage Dangerous X 74.2%

Read Phone State Dangerous X 29%

Table 4.2: OS permissions requested by adversarial application prototype versions: (A1)

honest, (A2) complementary hidden op., and (A3) orthogonal hidden op. with corresponding

match percentage among publicly available AR applications on Google Play Store (n = 62)

application manifest. The final lists of requested permissions for each application

version are reflected in Table 4.2, where the boldface lines are developer-requested

and the rest are library-requested.

Because it is important for prototype applications to reflect real-world

conditions, we conducted a survey of AR applications available on the Google Play

Store and compared their lists of requested permissions with the ones requested by

our honest and dishonest prototypes. Since the Google Play store does not support

filtering or sorting of applications, we had to use the pre-filtered lists provided by

Google under the “Augmented Reality” category - “AR Apps”, [145], “AR Games”,

[146], and “Best of AR” [147]. To filter the raw corpus of applications down to a

manageable size, we went through each list and filtered out duplicates. After the first

pass, we were left with 713 unique applications. For our second pass, we considered

only those applications with a million or more downloads, yielding a final count of 62

unique applications. For each of these, we downloaded the APK, analyzed it using

Android Studio’s APK inspector, and extracted the lists of requested permissions

from the applications’ manifest files, as summarized in Table 4.2. (It should be

noted that three of the applications did not request the camera permission - Google

Photos, [148], Google Spotlight Stories, [149], and Mondly [151]. We believe that

these applications were either misclassified by the app store, or the “AR” features are

performed on media already present on the user’s phone and not explicitly retrieved

from the camera.)

Of the permissions requested by our various applications, all but one are
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also requested by more than 90% of commercially available AR applications on

the Google Play Store. (“Write External Storage” is a super-permission of “Read

External Storage”; granting of write permissions also grants read permissions by

default.) Based on these results, we conclude that the sets of permissions requested

by our applications are reasonable, and reflect the types of permissions typically

requested by commercially available apps.

Manual Inspection

In addition to requested permissions, we also performed manual inspection

of the different applications to attempt to identify differences between versions. We

considered the following: package size, asset and library artifacts, and impacts to

the runtime UI.

Package Size: The size of an application’s installation file can be an indi-

cator of how much local processing the application does. In Android, this installation

file is known as the APK (or Android PacKage). When considering the applications

listed by the Google Play Store under the “Augmented Reality” category (e.g. “AR

Apps”, [145], “AR Games”, [146], and “Best of AR” [147]), the average APK size is

50.1 MB with MIN = 1.2MB, MAX = 539MB, and STD DEV = 32.8MB (n=713).

This represents a wide range of “normal” package sizes, with the majority coming

in under 100MB. The corresponding package sizes for our adversarial applications

are 38.5MB for (A1), 201.4MB for (A2), and 38.9MB for (A3), with A1 and A3

coming in well below the average. Even A2, with a package size considerably above

average, has a package size well below the largest commercially available app (size

539MB). Based on this, we conclude that our package sizes are reasonable, with

no observable deviation or abnormality compared to package sizes of commercially

available MAR applications.

Asset and Library Artifacts: Android Studio provides a packet inspec-

tor to analyze APK files. When we use this to open the compiled APKs, we see

that the lib and assets directories make up the bulk of our storage consumption.

In Android, the lib folder contains executable logic from an application’s imported

resource libraries, and is populated by the library publishers. Conversely, the asset

folder is used as raw storage for resource files for the system to use during runtime,
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(a) Libraries

(b) Assets

Figure 4.6: Artifacts extracted with Android Studio APK Inspector for adversarial applica-

tions. Additional artifacts introduced by hidden operations are outlined in red.

and can be populated by both the developer and the library publishers. Figures 4.6a

and 4.6b describe the contents for the lib and assets folders respectively, where

the additional artifacts introduced by the hidden operations are outlined in red. We

can observe from these figures that the only the complementary hidden operation

introduced new artifacts into either the assets or libs directory. Even considering

these artifacts, they are not particularly informative; the shared operations files in

the lib directory are general-purpose only, and the asset files are completely under

the control of the adversary, who can name them whatever they want. For this sce-

nario, there is nothing stopping the adversary from choosing completely misleading
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Figure 4.7: Runtime UI screenshot of adversarial prototypes with corresponding log output

names for their model and label file assets.

Runtime UI: At the time this dissertation was written, there are no

requirements enforced on developers by mobile operating systems to provide any

obvious indicators to their users when machine learning operations are being per-

formed. A runtime screenshot and samples of the corresponding output for each

application are shown in Figure 4.7. For each of the applications, the same run-

time UI is displayed to the user - that of the dynamic overlay displayed on top of

a detected face. There are no additional indications made to the user that other

operations are being performed. However, if we examine the applications’ runtime

logs, we can see output from the various dishonest operations that differ from the

honest application. The complementary dishonest application outputs additional

information about the estimated age and gender of the detected face, while the or-

thogonal dishonest application performs text recognition. However, because current

commercial vision toolkits and mobile operating systems place no requirements on

developers to make any sort of indication to users when vision or machine learning

operations are being performed, the dishonest applications are able to perform these

operations without making any changes to the runtime UI.
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4.2.3 Results

Based on the similarity comparison above, we make the following con-

clusions. First, we observe that the increasing availability and maturity of

commercially available vision libraries makes it quite simple to conduct

hidden machine learning operations without informing the end user. Com-

mercially available vision libraries give an adversary a host of options to incorporate

into their application, catered to their needs and pre-existing subject matter exper-

tise. These powerful operations can be used for a variety of different purposes, none

of which are required to be consistent with the application’s advertised functional-

ity, or to be communicated to the end user. As demonstrated above, in the case of

low-overhead functionality such as text recognition, the introduction of new libraries

may not even introduce new artifacts into the APK’s assets or libs directories.

Additionally, because these operations are being conducted in the background, there

are no impacts to the runtime UI of the application to alert the end user to their

presence. This has the effect of lowering the bar to create AR applications in the

first place, while simultaneously making it easier to violate the privacy of end users

by exploiting these same libraries.

Second, we see that the OS-level permissions structures currently

provided by mobile platforms are insufficient to protect against hidden

machine learning operations. All three of the adversarial applications described

above, honest and dishonest alike, achieved their functionality using the same list of

permissions, e.g. access to the camera and write permissions to storage, which were

requested by more than 90% of AR applications from the Google Play store. Access

to a given permission is requested on first execution of an application after install;

once granted, it is never requested again, and the application has full access to any

and all features related to that permission. Thus, an application will request its

permissions once, and then have no subsequent accountability on when or why it is

accessing that functionality. Further, contemporary mobile operating systems make

no requirements on developers either to request permission to perform machine

learning operations, or to make any visual or auditory indications to users when

those operations are being performed. Based on this, in current mobile operating

systems, there is no way to tell an honest application from a dishonest one based
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Figure 4.8: Proposed workflow for custom model validation and trusted runtime operations.

on the permissions they request.

Based on these observations, in the following sections, we propose and

perform exploratory experiments on a system which seeks to mitigate the hidden

operations threat. This system addresses the problem first by preventing developers

from executing unvetted vision logic, and second by increasing user awareness of

application behavior during runtime.

4.3 System Design

One of the primary challenges of contemporary mobile augmented reality

systems is that there is no dedicated representation for computer vision or machine

learning operations within the existing permissions structures of mobile operating

systems; as such, there is no requirement for developers to communicate with end

users regarding their use of computer vision and machine learning operations. Our

proposed solution focuses on incorporating dedicated steps for verifying machine

learning components into the application development process, and on expanding

the existing permissions structures of mobile operating systems to specifically target

vision operations. In doing so, we will remove developers’ ability to execute com-

puter vision operations without supervision, and improve end user awareness when

such operations are performed.
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Figure 4.9: Proposed system architecture for AR application with encapsulated machine

learning operations

4.3.1 Proposed System

Our proposed system design consists of three principal components. The

first component is a trusted verification and signing service for computer

vision models. This service would be responsible for vetting vision functionality

before it is allowed to be executed on the local device; it would offer a repository

of pre-vetted, commonly used models (similar to the function-level organization of

libraries such as Google’s ML Kit), and provide verification services for developers

to submit their own custom models built with general purpose libraries such as

TensorFlow. Signed versions of the vetted models would then be available for down-

load, along with a unique key for each developer to use in authentication, thereby

preventing the developer from modifying or replacing the model after download.

Figure 4.8 demonstrates the proposed workflow by which a developer would

submit a custom model for verification. This workflow assumes that, in addition

to the model itself, the developer also provides all relevant meta-data describing

the model’s purpose, operations, and targets to be recognized. The trusted service

provider (such as Google for Android or Apple for iOS) would then perform their own

independent validation, verifying that the model adheres to expected functionality

and performs all advertised functions. Once the model has been verified, the service

provider would return the signed version of the model as well as a unique key to the

developer.

Once the developer has downloaded their model and associated key, they

would then utilize our second principal component: a trusted computing parti-

tion on the local device in which to run the signed vision model, as shown
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in Figure 4.9. During runtime, the application would interface with the trusted

partition to request operations from the custom model, providing the unique key to

authenticate the request. The trusted partition would then interface with privacy-

sensitive sensors such as the camera and microphone before returning the results

to the application. By inserting this trusted computing layer in between the ap-

plication and privacy-sensitive sensors such as the camera, the developer is able to

perform approved operations using the signed model, but is unable to access the

data feeds directly, removing their ability to perform additional operations on raw

camera frames.

Finally, the device OS would leverage our system’s third and final com-

ponent, an expanded permissions structure to communicate desired com-

puter vision operations to end-users at runtime. This component leverages the

meta-data associated with the application’s signed vision models and exposed by the

trusted signing service. As such, the permissions could be structured in a number of

different ways. For example, if an application is using pre-existing functionality from

trusted function-level libraries such as Google’s ML Kit, the OS publisher might re-

quire the developer to request permission from the user to execute that particular

function (e.g. text recognition or image labelling). Alternatively, if the developer

is using a signed custom model, the OS publisher could provide the end-user with

the results of that model’s verification process before deciding whether to permit

the application to continue. The high level operation permission can also be supple-

mented with a brief explanation of why the functionality is being requested. These

prompts would supplement or replace the overly vague and unhelpful request for

wholesale access to the device’s camera, and will provide end-users with the oppor-

tunity to reflect and decide if an application’s request for a particular functionality

is acceptable before engaging in use of the app.

4.3.2 Potential Verification Methods

There are a wide variety of established methods for testing and verifying

expected behavior of software systems and machine learning modules, which the

trusted signing service publisher could utilize. Examples include but not limited

to such approaches as static and dynamic analysis, and metamorphic testing. The
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purpose of this section is not to identify the perfect verification method, but to

explore how different verification methods could be incorporated into this system.

Static and Dynamic Analysis

Static and dynamic analysis are traditional techniques used to identify

malware. Static analysis methods achieve this by creating call graphs representing

the control and data flows elicited by inspecting the application’s raw code files.

Unfortunately, this method of analysis is inherently difficult for AR systems, due to

a number of factors. As noted by Chaulagain et. al. [43], it is highly computationally

expensive, suffers from high rates of false alarms, and can fail when the adversary

is highly skilled in evasive code writing. In contrast to static analysis, dynamic

analysis examines the behavior of the application at runtime, by feeding in particular

inputs and monitoring the resulting outputs. However, dynamic analysis is only as

good as the quality of the selected inputs; poor input selection can result in missed

code execution paths and therefore incomplete testing. This problem is particular

important for AR systems, since it is impossible to achieve 100% input coverage for

a vision-based system.

Trusted signing service providers employing static and dynamic analysis

can utilize our system in several ways. First, they can force developers to provide

explicit declarations of what their applications are recognizing. This could

take such forms as itemized lists from predetermined categories, collections of ex-

plicit 3D models or 2D image files, or a written description from which scope can

be derived. By providing this explicit information in addition to the application’s

raw code files, the signing service publisher can focus its testing efforts, either to

verify that a given application does recognize what it claims to, or that it doesn’t

recognize a particular sensitive category (such as faces or text) in which it claims to

have no interest.

Unfortunately, picking inputs for runtime testing is only half the battle;

the signing service publisher must also be able to tell if an application’s response to

a given input is honest or malicious. In order to do this using machine learning, a

dataset must be available for training and testing such solutions. However, at the

time of this chapter’s writing, no such dataset exists for mobile AR applications.
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Therefore, the publisher can also use our system to generate traces of such run-

time information as on-board resource consumption, library function calls, network

transmissions, display frame rate, and other data points. These traces can then

be compiled into a dataset for developing machine-learning-based detectors

of behavioral anomalies for AR systems. Using this dataset, the signing service

publisher will be able to determine, over time, when a given application’s behavior

strays outside the realm of normality for a given input-output pair.

Metamorphic Testing

Recall from Chapter 2 that metamorphic testing was developed to help

address two problems: the “oracle problem” and the “reliable test set problem”

[46, 31]. The “oracle problem” refers to the challenge of determining whether the

result of a given test case is expected and therefore successful, while the “reliable

test set problem” refers to the difficulty in selecting a subset of tests to reliably infer

system correctness when exhaustively executing all test cases is impossible. Mobile

AR systems are particularly susceptible to both the reliable test set problem and the

oracle problem because of both the massive search space for image and video inputs,

and the fact that, for a given input provided to the system, the resulting output

may be honest or dishonest, depending on the context and end-user expectations.

Therefore, a signing service publisher leveraging metamorphic testing could

require the developer to submit meta-data that facilitates the construction of

metamorphic relations for use in testing. This meta-data might include the

target recognition information described above, as well as mathematical equations.

Work by Tian et. al. [161] shows an example of this, where minor variations in

predicted steering angle for an autonomous vehicle are governed by a mean-square

error calculation across subsequent input images. Signing service publishers can

identify high-level system properties (such as steering angle) that are crucial to

system behavior, and work with developers to construct corresponding relations.

4.3.3 Feasibility and Benefits

The system proposed above is high-level and somewhat abstract; this is

because we recognize the scope and complexity of addressing the hidden operations
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threat in full is too great for this chapter to cover satisfactorily. Our goal in propos-

ing this system is not to present a single panacea solution, but rather to identify

components that can be developed in synergy to mitigate the threat and its various

facets. Full realization of this proposed system will require multi-disciplinary con-

tributions from the worlds of computer vision, machine learning, systems security,

and human-computer interaction.

The ultimate goal of the proposed system is to limit a developer’s ability to

execute vision or machine learning logic without alerting the end user. It does this

through two main approaches. The first approach is by preventing developers

from executing unvetted vision logic. By forcing developers to use trusted

services to implement vision functionality (either by utilizing an existing function-

level library or submitting a custom model for intense validation), we remove the

adversary’s ability to execute custom machine learning logic without supervision.

This mitigates the LINDDUN threat of information disclosure by adding another

layer of review to the app’s machine learning components, preventing them from

gathering more data from the user than what is permitted.

As mentioned previously in Chapter 2, the testing of machine learning

components and the systems that use them is a difficult problem [185, 187]. There

are strategies that a given library publisher can employ to ensure the technical

correctness of a given machine learning module [111, 161, 121, 112, 92], but these

strategies cannot guarantee that an application developer will not use the module

in ways contrary to user expectations. The second approach is, therefore, to in-

crease user awareness of application behavior during runtime through the

use of meta-data exposed by the trusted signing service and increased granularity

of requested permissions. By providing dedicated permissions for computer vision

functions and requiring end-users to explicitly approve or deny such permissions,

we remove the adversary’s ability to perform such operations without informing the

user. This mitigates the LINDDUN threats of user unawareness and policy and

consent non-compliance by ensuring that the user is as informed as possible about

the true nature of an application’s background operations. Once alerted to suspi-

cious application behavior, it is then up to the user to respond appropriately, such

as changing his or her own behavior or removing the application entirely.
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Figure 4.10: The ideal case plot of Xhonest vs Xmalicious

4.4 Experimental Results

Even if platform publishers implement our proposed system for application

development, there is still a need for testing and verification after development is

complete, such as before an application is published to a given app marketplace.

Given that one of the benefits of our proposed system is the ability to identify

what an AR application is recognizing, we are interested in determining whether

this knowledge can be exploited to verify whether an AR application is executing

more vision operations than it advertises, that is, conducting a hidden operations

attack. We therefore conduct a series of experiments to estimate the effect that

this additional knowledge can have on runtime testing practices for AR systems, in

order to determine whether our proposed system shows promise for differentiating

between honest and malicious AR applications.

We base our experiments on the intuition that, for a set of applications

that ostensibly recognize the same honest inputs, we can expect to see low resource

consumption when presented with inputs that the application does not recognize,

and an increased level of resource consumption when presented with an input that

the application does recognize. This intuition is reflected in Figure 4.10, in which

inputs are divided into three categories: neutral (e.g. inputs that neither appli-
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NEUTRAL EXPECTED SENSITIVE

Baseline Shoes Single-face portraits Street signs

Face Recog. Stress Test Shoes Group portraits Street signs

Text Recog. Stress Test Shoes Single-face portraits Wikipedia articles

Worst Case Shoes Group portraits Wikipedia articles

Table 4.3: Input combinations for exploratory test conditions

cation recognizes), expected (e.g. inputs that correspond to both applications’

advertised functionality), and sensitive (e.g. inputs which the malicious applica-

tion recognizes but the honest application does not). When presented with different

inputs at runtime, for the neutral category of inputs, resource consumption for

both the honest and malicious applications should be relatively low. Conversely,

when presented with inputs from the expected category, we expect to see a spike in

resource consumption from both apps. However, when presented with sensitive

inputs, we expect the honest application to return to a “neutral” level of resource

consumption while the malicious application’s levels remain high. In this section,

we present two series of evaluations to verify this expected behavior first for the

prototypes we developed in Section 4.2.2, and second for a group of commercially

available third-party applications.

4.4.1 Test Set-up

Each application-under-test (AUT) was executed on a smartphone placed

in a dock facing a computer screen. This method was utilized to in order to engage

the full camera frame delivery pipeline, rather than feeding a video or set of raw

image files directly to the application. The computer then played a video showing a

rotation of input images. The input video was split into three phases, showing one

minute each of neutral images (e.g. recognized by none of the applications), then

expected images (e.g. inputs that match the applications’ advertised functionality),

and finally sensitive images (e.g. inputs that are potentially privacy-invasive and

have nothing to do with the applications’ advertised functionality). For all AUTs,

the expected functionality was facial recognition, while the sensitive functionality

was one of either age and gender estimation, or text recognition.
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We tested four conditions: baseline, worst case, and stress tests for the fa-

cial and text recognition conditions. Input videos were generated for each condition

as described in Table 4.3. Results were collected and averaged over five trials from

each application for each video. All tests were executed using a Samsung Galaxy S9

smartphone (Qualcomm SDM845 Snapdragon 845 processor, 4 GB memory), and

a 15in. MacBook Pro laptop (3.1 GHz i7 processor, 16 GB DDR3 memory). We

simulated the proposed inspector system through a series of command-line scripts,

executed through the Android Debug Bridge (adb) and the hardline connection

between the smartphone and computer. Using this script suite, we collected a spec-

trum of runtime traces (CPU, memory, and storage utilization; display frame rate;

active process information, etc.) as the application-under-test processed the input

video. These traces were then utilized for analysis.

4.4.2 Evaluating Adversarial Applications

Our first set of tests utilized the adversarial applications described in Sec-

tion 4.2.2, where A1 is the honest application, performing the expected operation

α (e.g. facial recognition). A2 and A3 are dishonest applications, performing com-

plementary and orthogonal hidden operations β (age and gender estimation) and γ

(text recognition) respectively, in addition to α.

We analyzed the resource consumption traces to determine whether any

behavioral differences could be observed for the various categories of inputs. First,

we examined the traces over time for different stress test conditions to determine if

we could manually observe any changes in behavior. Next, we performed statistical

analysis to determine the similarity of traces collected from different apps for the

same sequence of inputs. Finally, we performed K-means clustering to group traces

by input category, in the attempt to distinguish malicious apps from honest.

Runtime Resource Consumption

We performed two stress tests to determine if we could induce a resource

consumption spike for known malicious inputs, the results of which are shown in

Figures 4.11 and 4.12. The first test focused on the malicious application performing

the complementary hidden operation, that is, age and gender recognition for detected
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(a) Complementary Malicious

(b) Orthogonal Malicious

Figure 4.11: Runtime traces of adversarial applications for CPU stress test conditions

faces (A2). For this test, we considered two groups of images for the expected phase

of the input video: single-face portraits (“F” condition) and photos of large groups

(“G” condition). The second test focused on the malicious application performing

the orthogonal hidden operation, that is, text recognition regardless of the results of

the face detection output (A3). For this test, we considered two groups of images for

the sensitive phase of the input video: street signs (“S” condition) and Wikipedia

articles (“W” condition).

Impacts to runtime CPU consumption for the two stress tests are shown

in Figures 4.11a and 4.11b. We can observe that the honest and complementary

malicious applications exhibit relatively consistent levels of CPU consumption, re-
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(a) Complementary Malicious

(b) Orthogonal Malicious

Figure 4.12: Runtime traces of adversarial applications for FPS stress test conditions

gardless of the changes made to the input video. However, the orthogonal malicious

application reflects a significant increase in CPU consumption for the base case,

which is then further exacerbated by the stress test to almost twice the original

consumption level during the sensitive input phase.

Impacts to the display frame rate for the two stress tests are shown in

Figure Figures 4.12a and 4.12b. Here, we observe that the honest and orthogonal

malicious applications maintain relatively consistent display frame rates, regardless

of input changes. However, the complementary malicious application experiences a

sharp decrease in frame rate during the expected input phase. This effect is further
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(a) Two-sample T-test (b) Two-sample KS-Test

Figure 4.13: Accuracy of statistical analysis for adversarial applications with a p-value

threshold of 5%, where the results of each cell are the percentage of honest / malicious

samples that received a given prediction.

Honest App Malicious App

Neutral ≡ Sensitive Neutral 6≡ Sensitive

Neutral 6≡ Expected Neutral 6≡ Expected

Expected 6≡ Sensitive Expected 6≡ Sensitive

Table 4.4: Comparison of output equivalence hypotheses for honest vs. malicious apps

magnified during the corresponding stress test, where the frame drops to one-half

of the original levels during the same phase.

Statistical Analysis

Our second approach was to compare behavior of an application between

the different input phases. We utilized a statistical approach to check whether the

CPU distributions for the various categories of input are the same or different accord-

ing to the intuition described above, that is, that an honest application will consume

“neutral” levels of resources when processing sensitive inputs, while a malicious ap-

plication will consume more. The expected comparison results are summarized in

Table 4.4, where the malicious application is characterized by a significant difference

in resource consumption between neutral and sensitive inputs.
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We utilized two homogeneity tests to test this approach: two-sample Stu-

dent’s T-test (T-test), and two-sample Kolmogorov–Smirnov test (KS-Test). These

tests mainly are used to determine whether two populations have different means.

The two-sample T-test tries to find whether the means of two distributions can be

similar within a margin of error depending on the distribution of both those popula-

tions. We are assuming both populations (CPU value measurements at two sections

of the video) have equal variance; hence we use the independent (or unpaired) T-

test. We also assume that the CPU values are distributed as normal, around a stable

CPU value with fluctuations around some mean for each segment. The two-sample

KS-Test tries to find whether the two populations have a different distribution as

well as a different mean. If the difference is above a certain threshold, we say that

the populations are not from the same distribution. In the case where both popula-

tions have different distributions but similar means, the KS-test will say that they

are different distributions. Compared to this, the T-test can only detect difference

of mean of the populations, not the difference in distribution of samples.

To conduct this analysis, we first aggregated the sets of five trials for each

application processing each input video, for a total of twelve sets. The CPU con-

sumption for each set was averaged and smoothed using an exponentially weighted

moving average. The T-test and KS-test were then performed for each pair of input

phases reflected in Table 4.4; the application was marked as “malicious” if we ob-

served that the three populations were not statistically homogeneous as evidenced

by a low p-value (below the 0.05 threshold).

The results of our statistical analysis are shown in Figure 4.13. Both ap-

proaches demonstrated significant success in identifying the honest applications, and

moderate success in identifying malicious applications. The most correctly-identified

adversarial application was the orthogonal malicious version which performed text

recognition on all frames, regardless of the presence of faces. In this respect, both

approaches were able to identify three out of four orthogonal malicious traces, com-

pared to two out of four complementary malicious traces.
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Clustering

Our final experiment seeks to understand whether resource consumption

traces can be grouped based on the type of input being processed. To do this, we

used a clustering technique. Clustering is based on unsupervised learning, and is

used to partition data into groups (“clusters”) depending on the similarity between

data. Our intuition in this case was that the resource consumption for each “phase”

of testing (e.g. when the app is processing neutral, expected, or sensitive inputs)

would be sufficiently different for an algorithm to assign a given reading to one of

these three known groups. For this evaluation, we used the “worst case” traces

(described in Table 4.3) as these reflected the most dramatic differences in resource

consumption by phase.

We used the resource consumption data collected from the various ap-

plications during runtime (specifically CPU and RAM) and applied the K-Means

algorithm. K-means is one of the most common clustering algorithms provided by

the machine learning library Scikit-Learn [136], and is an iterative algorithm that

aims to partition data into k clusters. K-means clustering is a vector quantization

algorithm, and as such, does not require training as neural networks do. Instead, we

manually configured the number of expected clusters (k=3) to reflect the groups of

neutral, expected, and sensitive inputs, and let the algorithm decide how best

to assign the data points. The types of inputs were pre-selected based on the pub-

licly advertised functionality of the application, and resulted in roughly the same

number of collected readings per app; since the focus of this chapter is on assisting

researchers and commercial entities such as application marketplace providers to

more effectively test applications such as this, we judge that these are reasonable

test conditions.

The results of our clustering efforts are reflected in Figure 4.14. The ground

truth resource consumption plots for the different adversarial applications are shown

in Figures 4.14a, 4.14c, and 4.14e. The results of our algorithm’s efforts in assigning

those data points to clusters are shown in Figures 4.14b, 4.14d, and 4.14f. The

overall accuracy of these clusters is summarized in Table 4.5, where the highest

accuracy of cluster assignment (71%) is demonstrated by the orthogonal malicious

application (A3).
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(a) A1 - Ground Truth (b) A1 - Predicted Clusters

(c) A2 - Ground Truth (d) A2 - Predicted Clusters

(e) A3 - Ground Truth (f) A3 - Predicted Clusters

Figure 4.14: K-Means clusters for adversarial applications when recognizing different classes

of inputs. Cluster predictions were made using an out-of-the-box instance of SKLearn’s K-

means clustering algorithm for three clusters built around 10 randomly selected candidate

centroid seeds.
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A1 A2 A3

Neut Exp Sens Neut Exp Sens Neut Exp Sens

Precision 0.19 0.29 0.54 0.87 0.56 0.65 0.62 0.62 1.00

Recall 0.25 0.30 0.35 0.65 0.70 0.65 0.40 1.00 0.74

F-Score 0.22 0.29 0.42 0.74 0.62 0.65 0.48 0.77 0.85

Accuracy 0.30 0.67 0.71

Table 4.5: K-Means classification results for adversarial applications.

4.4.3 Evaluating Commercial Applications

Our second round of evaluations considered a group of commercially avail-

able third-party applications. Three applications were selected that explicitly ex-

hibit facial recognition: Instagram [150], Snapchat [152], and SweetCam [153].

These applications were selected due to their popularity (over 1 billion downloads

for both Instagram and Snapchat, and over 100 million downloads for SweetCam)

and high reviews (3.8 stars with 120 million reviews for Instagram, 4.3 stars with

26 million reviews for Snapchat, and 4.4 stars with 930 thousand reviews for Sweet-

Cam). While we don’t believe any of these applications to be malicious,

we do expect them to adhere to the behavioral patterns described in

Figure 4.10, where there are noticeable changes to resource consumption patterns

when the application is processing an expected target, compared to “baseline” levels

of consumption for both neutral and sensitive inputs.

The test conditions were the same for the commercial applications as the

adversarial applications. Four input videos were used (Table 4.3) to cover the base-

line (denoted as “noise-faces-signs” (NFS)), worst case (denoted as “noise-group-

wiki” (NGW)), and stress test conditions (denoted as “noise-group-signs” (NGS)

for faces and “noise-faces-wiki” (NFW) for text). Each application was configured

to place a dog overlay (e.g. ears and nose) onto a person’s face when recognized.

The applications were run on a smartphone positioned in a dock in front of a com-

puter screen playing the input video in order to test the full camera pipeline. The

smartphone was connected to the computer through a hardline, which collected re-

source consumption traces. CPU and memory consumption were tracked; display

framerate was not trackable without either modifying the original application or
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(a) Instagram

(b) Snapchat

Figure 4.15: CPU resource consumption for commercial apps that conform to our intuition.

significant instrumentation to the device. Results were averaged across five trials

for each application processing each input video (n=20 trials per app).

Conformant Resource Consumption

Figure 4.15 shows the runtime resource consumption of two of our commer-

cial applications: Instagram and Snapchat. Regardless of test condition, both appli-

cations show relatively stable CPU consumption during the neutral and sensitive

phases of testing (first third and final third respectively), but show different pat-

terns during the expected phase (middle third) when the video was displaying faces

(memory consumption showed no response to inputs and so was not included in the
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(a) SweetCam CPU Consumption

Figure 4.16: Inconclusive resource consumption for commercial app

figure). While Snapchat exhibits exactly the expected behavior, Instagram actu-

ally drops slightly in CPU consumption during this phase. Our intuition is that

the internal logic for tracking an already-recognized face and placing the selected

overlay was a comparatively lightweight function compared to scanning and detect-

ing faces in the first place. Instagram also consumed a mostly consistent amount

of memory over time, while Snapchat increased memory consumption during the

expected phase, but released it during the sensitive phase once faces were no

longer detected. Regardless, both applications exhibit a noticeable difference in

resource consumption during the expected input phase.

Inconclusive Resource Consumption

Contrary to the first two apps, the third commercial application-under-

test did not exhibit the expected behavior. Figure 4.16 shows the runtime resource

consumption for SweetCam, where there was no noticeable change in resource con-

sumption during the expected input phase. Indeed, CPU consumption remained

consistently high regardless of the test condition. Our intuition in this scenario is

that the application is continually performing face recognition or other resource-

intensive operations on every frame, regardless of what was previously recognized.
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4.4.4 Results Summary

Given the proposed system described in Section 4.3, application market-

place publishers will have access to additional knowledge of what runtime operations

a given AR application is supposed to be performing. In this section, we presented

examples of how this knowledge can be leveraged to instigate noticeable behavioral

changes during runtime in malicious applications. For the malicious prototypes, we

were able to induce visible spikes in the resource consumption traces through stress

testing of recognized target density, and classify the honest / dishonest nature of a

given application with relative accuracy using both statistical analysis and K-means

clustering (62.5% and 67-71% respectively). Based on the results for the prototypes

with known hidden operations (A2 and A3), we conclude that the additional

meta-data provided by our proposed system shows promise in assisting

with testing efforts when differentiating between honest and dishonest

AR applications.

An interesting observation is that the tests conducted above demonstrated

varying levels of success in identifying the malicious applications, depending on the

type of hidden operation being conducted. The hidden operations of the complemen-

tary malicious application were more visible in runtime monitoring of the display

frame rate; the hidden operations of the orthogonal malicious application were more

visible in the CPU traces. Both applications responded to stress testing to induce

runtime resource consumption spikes, and displayed success in both detection by

statistical analysis and K-means clustering. While the base prototype (A1) did not

present observable changes in runtime behavior and scored lowest of the three in K-

means clustering, we do not consider this to be problematic. An application which

consumes consistent amounts of resources regardless of input (such as the commer-

cial application, SweetCam) can be flagged for additional testing specifically because

of its resistance to change.

A final observation is that, when applying our intuition to commercial

applications, the expected behavior changes were not observed for all of the tested

apps; some applications exhibited noticeable change to runtime behavior in response

to different inputs, while others did not. Even within the same application, perfor-

mance and behavior can change, depending on the type of input being provided.
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Instagram Snapchat SweetCam

Neut Exp Sens Neut Exp Sens Neut Exp Sens

Precision 0.27 0.73 0.00 0.00 0.04 0.10 1.00 0.14 1.45

Recall 0.35 0.95 0.00 0.00 0.05 0.11 0.15 0.10 1.00

F-Score 0.30 0.83 0.00 0.00 0.05 0.10 0.26 0.12 0.62

Accuracy 0.45 0.05 0.41

Table 4.6: K-Means clustering results for CPU-memory consumption of commercial appli-

cations

Using the CPU and memory data traces collected from the commercial applications

in Section 4.4.3, we applied the K-means clustering approach from Section 4.4.2 to

see if the applications which demonstrated conformant behavior also responded well

to clustering, with the results summarized in Table 4.6. The accuracy for assigning

data points to the appropriate clusters (e.g. neutral, expected, sensitive) was under-

standably much lower for Instagram and SweetCam than for the malicious proto-

types, as these apps exhibited relatively consistent resource consumption, regardless

of the input condition. However, Snapchat, which exhibited the most promising re-

source consumption trends during runtime, failed utterly during clustering, with an

accuracy of only 5%. Our intuition in this case is that, while the application ex-

hibited the expected behavior for expected inputs when looking at the CPU trace

on its own, minor lags in either the application’s response to an input phase change

or the trace collection script in logging those changes were enough to throw off the

clustering assignments.

While all of these commercial applications are presumed honest, the het-

erogeneity of their runtime behavior patterns both supports our intuition and en-

courages future study on those applications which exhibit inconclusive patterns.

Based on these results, and the varied success of the detection methods for the ma-

licious prototypes, we can conclude that no single test is a catch-all solution; a

variety of testing strategies must be incorporated to detect hidden opera-

tions in AR. The best approach for selecting and applying those testing strategies

remains an open problem.
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4.5 Summary

The high availability and level of encapsulation in today’s commercially

available computer vision and machine learning libraries have many benefits for AR

application developers. Functionality that once had to be implemented manually

can now be added to an application with a few button clicks. However, lowering the

barrier of adoption has also increased the likelihood of abuse. In this chapter, we

presented the hidden operations privacy threat for mobile AR systems, a scenario in

which a malicious developer executes additional hidden vision operations behind the

scenes of an otherwise honest mobile AR application without alerting the end-user.

We presented the risks involved in this scenario as a result of the capabilities of

commercially available AR and vision libraries, and presented our proposed system

for mitigating these risks. We also conducted a series of experiments to determine

whether the proposed system shows promise in assisting with AR system efforts.

This work is exploratory; it focuses on understanding the nature of the

privacy threat rather than implementing a particular solution to enforce privacy

policies. Assuming that the platform- and marketplace-level proposals described

above are implemented by operating system providers, we would still need ways

to enforce policies for individuals. In the following chapter, we present such a

framework, which enforces privacy and access control policies for AR applications

based on environmental conditions.
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CHAPTER 5

USING THE ENVIRONMENT

TO RESTRICT AR APP

FUNCTIONALITY

This chapter presents the final of our three research works, which seeks

to address all three challenges of mobile AR testing (dynamic conditions, general

usability, and visual privacy) by using the environment itself to regulate potentially

unsafe application functionality. Recall from Chapter 2 that the use of always-on

sensors such as cameras and microphones (required by mobile AR applications) is

a source of concern for users and bystanders for privacy reasons, and can lead to

personal injury when the user is distracted [30, 78]. However, an outright ban on

these devices or mobile AR applications as a whole is not a realistic solution to

this problem, as it would hamstring legitimate and useful apps. Therefore, a more

expressive, context-aware means of regulating these applications is necessary. De-

velopers of these applications could benefit from contextual awareness that would

allow them to lock down certain features of an application when it begins to infringe

on user safety and privacy. For example, locking down application functionality and

displaying a warning screen could make a significant impact on pedestrian accident

rates. To enable such features and guard against distracted use of a given applica-

tion, however, would require substantial refactoring of existing code.

This chapter, therefore, describes PrivacyManager , a framework that pro-
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vides a simple mechanism to apply access control for mobile AR applications. Priva-

cyManager is a standalone “plug and play” tool, allowing developers to incorporate

common functionality into any number of applications without the need to recreate

similar logic for each solution. It is also backwards compatible with existing code

bases, able to be integrated into existing solutions with only a few lines of code

(see Section 5.2.3). The framework has also been strategically designed in order to

provide multiple levels of abstraction for simplified adaptation to future solutions.

For example, the logical components of the framework responsible for localization,

speed, and distance calculations can be quickly and easily extended, removed, or re-

placed if more efficient and effective implementations become available in the future,

with no changes to the rest of the system. Additionally, the procedural components

currently targeted at human users can be atomically modified and applied to new

user scenarios such as autonomous cars or drones.

The rest of the chapter is as follows. Sections 5.1 and 5.2 discuss the back-

ground of mobile AR applications, and the design of our PrivacyManager frame-

work. We then present our evaluation results in Section 5.3 and conclusions in

Section 5.4.

5.1 Background

In this section, we present a deeper look at the privacy-invading capabilities

of commercial vision libraries running on commodity smartphones, and explore how

the physical environment can be used to enact access control on mobile AR systems.

5.1.1 Privacy Concerns with Mobile Augmented Reality

We are conditioned to be suspicious of strangers taking photographs or

videos around us, especially when we are not in a public space. Certain places even

have laws against video recording. A person who is playing a mobile AR game,

on the other hand, is less suspicious, even though the camera is also turned on.

Someone who is caught with a smartphone recording camera may also claim to be

using a mobile AR application when detected by others.

To better understand how mobile AR application can be used to violate

other people’s privacy, we conducted a target recognition test using Unity and Vu-
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(a) Sample screen capture - 2ft

(b) Average recognition time for different combinations of

viewing distance and angle

(c) Max recognition distance for existing target lock at var-

ious viewing angles

Figure 5.1: Sample AR target scanning results at various distances and viewing angles.
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foria. We built a simple AR application which will scan for a QR code and display a

confirmation message when located (Figure 5.1a). Using this application, we tested

the extent to which the QR code could be viewed from a laptop screen. Figure 5.1b

reflects the average time it took the application to recognize the QR code on a laptop

screen from a variety of viewing angles and distances, while Figure 5.1c demonstrates

the maximum distance at which the tester could retreat from the laptop once the

QR code was recognized before the application lost track of the target. (It should

be noted that no target recognition was possible at a viewing distance of four feet

at a 30 degree angle, yielding an average recognition time of zero.) We found that

an AR application developed with commodity tools and running on a contemporary

smartphone can access a target lock from up to four feet away in less than a second,

and retain that lock up to approximately 16 feet away. This means that private data

could be observed almost instantly and recorded for some time before a user walked

out of range. With a more advanced smartphone supporting a more sophisticated

camera, we can expect the range to be even greater.

While current AR toolkits like Vuforia and Unity do not support native

video recording during the execution of AR applications, they can be used to capture

a screenshot of the current view of the AR application, including both the augmented

overlay and background camera image [125]. In addition, a user could still take

manual screenshots or use a third-party screen capture application to record portions

of his mobile AR experience [154, 76].

5.1.2 Regulating Access Based on Physical Environment

We can control a mobile AR application’s behavior using features from the

user’s physical environment. Comprehensive characteristics of the user’s environ-

ment, such as network signals, ambient light and sound levels, compass headings,

time of day, and other sensor measurements could be utilized in determining whether

a user should have access to a given feature set of an AR application, or whether he

or she should be restricted from interacting with the application at all. Figure 5.2

is an example of a warning that could appear when the GPS on the smartphone

determines that the user is near a road intersection.

Developers wishing to apply such controls to their applications could ex-
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Figure 5.2: Disabled game play in restricted environment

tend the existing set of environmental triggers in their code bases to include access

control events as well as game logic events. However, this makes it difficult for end

users to configure a consistent set of access control policies, as different applications

may implement these controls in a different manner.

Instead of writing custom code for every use case, a better alternative

is for the developer to be able to compile a configuration profile of different per-

missions for different scenarios. PrivacyManager realizes this ideal by providing a

common framework of access control features which can be customized via a set

of context-sensitive configuration properties. The framework abstracts the sensor

interface logic that would be consistent among all applications, providing a reliable,

reusable, and extensible means of controlling common privacy policy factors for a

family of mobile applications. By doing so, PrivacyManager drastically reduces the

engineering and maintenance burdens on development teams who would otherwise

be designing their own solutions from scratch.

5.2 PrivacyManager Design

System Interactions: Figure 5.3 reflects the interactions between the

developers, domain administrators, and end users of the PrivacyManager system.

Developers build the applications which will utilize the PrivacyManager framework,

and supply the event listener logic to be executed when privacy constraints are vio-
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Figure 5.3: PrivacyManager system interactions

lated. They complete Step 1a of the system interaction process (Figure 5.3) by sup-

plying the code to the application server for users to download. Domain administra-

tors are the subject matter experts responsible for providing the privacy constraint

and configuration information upon which PrivacyManager operates. Examples of

domain administrators include system administrators for college campuses, hospi-

tals, and other entities with vested interests in managing the privacy needs of a

given user base. Administrators complete Step 1b of the system interaction process

by uploading the privacy configuration files to the application server to be used in

conjunction with the application code provided by the developers.

The end users fulfill Step 2 of the system interactions process by download-

ing the subscribing application, as denoted by Figure 5.3. End users interact with

the PrivacyManager system only as a transparent component of the subscribing ap-

plication. Depending on the logic implemented by the application’s developers and

administrators, an end user could experience changes in feature availability, feed-

back messages, overall content, or other factors based on the underlying framework

usage. The application may prompt the user for credentials or network permissions

in order to download the necessary configuration data, but the final user experience

with the PrivacyManager system should be as transparent as possible.

Environment-based Access Control: After the subscribing application

has been installed on the user’s smartphone, it will need to provide the configuration
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Figure 5.4: PrivacyManager system architecture
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information to the PrivacyManager library in order to initialize. This represents

Step 3 of system interactions, as shown in Figure 5.3. Depending on the applica-

tion logic, the application may communicate with the application server in order to

download new configuration data. This could happen once on install, or periodically

using PrivacyManager ’s configuration download API. Once the library has received

the desired configuration information, it assumes responsibility for monitoring the

user environment separately from the execution of the primary subscribing appli-

cation. This is demonstrated by Step 4 of Figure 5.3, the final phase of system

interactions. When changes in the user environment necessitate changes to access

control permissions based on the provided configuration file, the framework will raise

the appropriate events, which may then be handled by the subscribing application.

The subscribing event handlers could display a warning screen on top of the ap-

plication as shown in Figure 5.2, though in reality, the application developer could

respond to access control events with any method imaginable. Possible responses in-

clude dimming the device screen, lowering or raising device volume levels, restricting

certain parts of the application’s functionality, or locking down the device entirely.

5.2.1 System Design

PrivacyManager is designed as a general purpose framework to manage

the privacy and access control needs of cross-platform AR applications. Figure 5.4

reflects the architecture of that framework. Phase 1 indicates the initialization por-

tion of the system in which the subscribing application provides all of the necessary

configuration information to PrivacyManager . This includes writing any necessary

changes to the local configuration files and framework properties file, as well as

providing any necessary event listener instances to the framework. All of these in-

teractions are managed by PrivacyManager ’s Environmental Access Controller, a

centralized interface point between the subscribing applications and the rest of the

PrivacyManager system. Once all of the necessary initialization components have

been provided, the Environmental Access Controller initiates Phase 2 by activating

the relevant system monitors dictated by the configuration settings. PrivacyMan-

ager currently provides two primary types of environmental monitors- trackers and

scanners. Trackers monitor ”passive” context features such as time of day and am-
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bient light or sound, while scanners monitor more ”active” features such as user

walking speed and indoor or outdoor localization. Each monitor type adheres to its

own event listener structure, with applicable instances provided by the subscribing

applications via the Environmental Access Controller. This allows developers even

greater control over the access control events by enabling customized responses to

each active monitor. Phase 3 of the PrivacyManager system occurs when the rele-

vant environment monitors identify constraint violations as determined by the pro-

vided configuration information, and raise the appropriate events with the provided

listeners.

5.2.2 Performance Enhancements

A large part of the context sensitivity of PrivacyManager comes from sens-

ing the user’s location within their environment. The initial prototypes utilizing the

PrivacyManager framework implemented this feature by scanning for network and

GPS signals as fast as possible. Such a tactic was referred to as ”constant scan-

ning”, and was used as a baseline both for accuracy of location awareness and for

consumption of device resources. However, constantly scanning for signal avail-

ability, especially in the case of GPS, can become quite expensive with regard to

resource use. Therefore, it becomes necessary to regulate the scanning rate for

location-based monitors utilized by the PrivacyManager framework in order to re-

duce resource consumption as much as possible while also maintaining comparable

levels of accuracy.

To achieve this, PrivacyManager uses a combination of user mobility

(whether walking or standing still), walking speed, direction, and GPS or Wifi sig-

nal strength to determine the user’s position and speed relative to the subscribing

application’s configured restricted areas. If the user is moving toward a restricted

area or is moving very quickly, the interval between location polls is shortened in

order to improve location awareness and inform the user of his or her entry into a

restricted area with the minimum amount of latency. If the user is walking away

from a restricted area or is moving very slowly, the interval between location polls

is increased in order to minimize waste when immediate location awareness is not

necessary. The properties and processing logic involved in managing the location
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Algorithm 2 Location Polling Rate

Input: dec. distance, dec. speed

Output: dec. modscan

1: threshdistance ← configuration property

2: threshspeed ← configuration property

3: if (distance ≤ threshdistance) then

4: Calculate moddistance using Eq. 5.1

5: else

6: Calculate moddistance using Eq. 5.2

7: end if

8: if (speed ≥ threshspeed) then

9: Calculate modspeed using Eq. 5.3

10: else

11: Calculate modspeed using Eq. 5.4

12: end if

13: if (distance ≤ threshdistance) then

14: modscan = min (moddistance,modspeed)

15: else

16: modscan = max (moddistance,modspeed)

17: end if

18: return modscan
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polling rate are reflected in Algorithm 2.

As with all components of the PrivacyManager framework, the settings of

the algorithm are highly configurable, and can be set by subscribing applications

during the system initialization phase as shown in Figure 5.4. Two properties,

in particular, govern the performance of the scan rate algorithm: thresholds and

growth rates. Thresholds are used as gauge points for determining how a user’s

relative speed and distance impacts the overall scan rate. For distance, a user

location inside the distance threshold will increase the overall number of scans per

second (Eq. 5.1), while a user location outside of the threshold will decrease the

overall scan rate (Eq. 5.2).

moddistance = (
distance

threshdistance
)grclose (5.1)

moddistance =

⌊
distance

threshdistance

⌋
(5.2)

Likewise, a user moving at a speed above the speed threshold will cause

the scan rate to increase (Eq. 5.3), while a relative speed below the threshold will

cause the scan rate to decrease (Eq. 5.4). This gives developers the opportunity

to customize the points at which the scan rate will increase or decrease for each

application, depending on the respective speed and distance measurements.

modspeed =
1

(
speed

threshspeed
)grfast

(5.3)

modspeed =
1

(
speed

threshspeed
)grslow

(5.4)

Growth rate modifiers are used to adjust the rate at which a user’s speed or

distance impact the overall scan rate. A higher growth rate modifier means that the

effect of one’s distance or speed relative to the respective threshold is magnified to a

greater degree than if a lower modifier was used. Individual modifiers are assigned to

different user scenarios, such as when the user is close to a restricted area (Eq. 5.1),

walking slowly (Eq. 5.4), or walking quickly (Eq. 5.3). This is beneficial in that

it allows developers to prioritize the user scenarios which are most applicable to a

given application when calculating the updated scan rate.
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Controlling Multiple Sensors: Algorithm 2 only considers the user’s

location and movement speed over time. These features were prioritized because

a user’s current location and the speed at which he or she is moving toward an

area of interest are the most straightforward indicators of impending access control

conditions. However, the PrivacyManager framework can also support additional

environmental sensors such as ambient light and sound to provide contextual in-

formation to regulate access. For example, a university administrator may want

to limit students from playing AR games specifically during lecture periods. This

can be done by including a audio sensor in the configuration settings to limit the

AR application when the smartphone is in a lecture hall and the background noise

detected by the audio sensor is higher than a given threshold. This level of cus-

tomization is achieved within the PrivacyManager system with only a few simple

changes to a given application’s configuration file without requiring any changes to

the underlying applications. Then, if policies change at a later time, the administra-

tor can simply update the configuration files to change the policy settings without

redeploying any code. Any sensors deemed unnecessary to a given usage scenario

can be omitted from the application configuration file, and PrivacyManager will

refrain from incorporating them into the environmental evaluation process, allowing

administrators to specify different configurations of sensors for regulating access in

different contexts.

5.2.3 Case Study

To demonstrate the flexibility and robustness of the PrivacyManager sys-

tem, we implemented a mobile AR application using the Unity and Vuforia develop-

ment tools based on the tutorial from [38]. We created a simple 2D target tracking

application which places a small Pokémon figure on top of a recognizable business

card. This represents a standard application of mobile AR concepts. To expand

on that, we added a location-based restriction module using our PrivacyManager

library. The objective is to warn the user when he walks close to the edge of a road

intersection that frequently has high vehicular traffic. The module utilized a list of

intersections around the our university campus with commonly high vehicle traffic,

and restricted access to the AR features of the application when in the vicinity of
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(a) Adding UI elements to display constraint violation messages to user

(b) Applying restriction script to target with associated event handler depen-

dencies

Figure 5.5: Sample updates to Unity AR case study application to enable PrivacyManager

functionality

those intersections. When a user is close to a restricted intersection, the application

locks down existing AR features and displays a warning message informing the user

that he is in an unsafe playing area.

The burden to developers wishing to incorporate the PrivacyManager li-

brary into an existing application is minimal. The PrivacyManager resource library

can be incorporated into an existing Unity project by simply copying the file into the

Unity project’s Android plugins directory. Once the necessary restriction controller

and event handler scripts have been written, Figures 5.5a and 5.5b demonstrate the

ease with which restriction violation response elements may be added to a project.
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Only two steps are needed: adding text elements to the Unity canvas, and adding

the restriction script as a property of the AR image target.

For developers starting a new project with the goal of utilizing Privacy-

Manager , the overhead is the same. Once the application-specific logic has been

written, a simple initialization script and set of event listeners can be added to

manage the access control features of the application. All together, less than 70

lines of code are required to enable location-aware functionality within the sample

application.

5.3 Evaluations

In this section, we present experimental results which reflect runtime per-

formance capabilities of the PrivacyManager framework.

5.3.1 Experimental Setup

We determined the performance of the PrivacyManager by evaluating the

effectiveness of the scan rate modifier algorithm in comparison to alternative scan-

ning methods, as well as the system overhead impact of utilizing the PrivacyMan-

ager . To accomplish this, we wrote a test application for the Android operating

system (OS) that leveraged PrivacyManager in order to verify a variety of trackers

and scanners. To test the scan rate algorithm, we implemented features to allow

testers to manually start and stop test sessions, and write the results of the session

to a file on the device’s storage system for later review. All tests were conducted on

the same block within the city of Philadelphia.

During testing, we compared the performance of three different types of

scanning methods, including:

• Constant scanning, where location updates were retrieved as fast as possible

(considered to be ground truth)

• Interval scanning, where location updates were retrieved every 15 seconds

• PrivacyManager scanning, where location updates were retrieved accord-

ing to the scan rate algorithm
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Through the course of our evaluations, we also considered three kinds of

travel speeds (1) Normal walking, (2) Power walking, and (3) Running. We also

incorporated the following three types of travel behavior into the tests:

• Moving directly to the target at a steady pace

• Moving toward the target at a steady pace, slowing down, then continuing at

original pace

• Moving toward the target at a steady pace, slowing down, then turning around

and continuing at original pace

All tests were conducted using an LG Nexus 5 smartphone with a 2.3GHz

CPU and 2GB of RAM, running Android version 6.0.1. The PrivacyManager library

was written in Java using the Android Studio IDE [1]. The case study and testing

applications were written in C# using the Unity IDE [165] and Vuforia AR toolkit

for Unity [172], version 6.2.10.

5.3.2 Experimental Results

To evaluate our framework, we first evaluated the system overhead of Pri-

vacyManager , followed by the resource saving performance of the scan rate modifier

algorithm.

Impact of PrivacyManager on System Overhead: Since Privacy-

Manager is a framework designed to work alongside other AR libraries on resource

constrained mobile devices, it is important that the overhead of running Privacy-

Manager is low. To evaluate this, we expanded the case study application to include

three separate configurations: a time-based tracker which restricted game play by

time of day, a location-based scanner which utilized constant scanning to verify user

location, and a location-based scanner which utilized the scan rate modification

algorithm discussed in Section 5.2.2 to limit system overhead.

Figure 5.6 shows the system resource consumption impact of incorporat-

ing each feature of the PrivacyManager library into the sample application. 5.6a

demonstrates that the different variations of the case study code base all consume

comparable amounts of CPU resources, with constant GPS scanning consuming
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(a) Average CPU utilization by feature set

(b) Average frame rate by feature set

Figure 5.6: Impacts of library feature use on device performance. The base application was

constructed from a standard Unity tutorial, then augmented with different features from

PrivacyManager framework: a time-based tracker, a GPS scanner with constant updates,

and an alternate GPS scanner with the PrivacyManager scan rate modifier algorithm.
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Figure 5.7: Impact of increasing numbers of background apps on average frame rate for base

application utilizing PrivacyManager framework. Background apps added cumulatively in

the following order: web browser, Twitter, Spotify, Google Maps.

the lowest on average but also with the greatest range of deviation. We see that

while the PrivacyManager scan rate modifier algorithm does have a slightly higher

average CPU consumption when compared to constant scanning, it also performs

more consistently over time with a much smaller deviation range, while introducing

no great additional burden of resource consumption to the device when compared

against the base version. Additionally, Figure 5.6b shows that none of the code

base variants experienced a frame rate decrease of more than one third of a frame

per second after the library features were added, an impact which would not be

noticeable to a human user.

The frame rate supported by an AR application heavily influences the over-

all user experience. While the minimal impact to frame rate from basic library use

is encouraging, contemporary smartphone users rarely run a single application at

a time. Modern applications must be able to operate effectively while vying for

system resources with any additional applications running in the background. To

address this, we also evaluated the additional impacts of background applications

executing behind the sample code base running the PrivacyManager GPS scanner.

The base application was cumulatively supplemented first with a web browser, then

with Twitter [83], followed by Spotify [19], and finally Google Maps [109]. The back-
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Figure 5.8: Average number of scans at different speeds

ground applications were selected both for their utility and general prevalence among

smartphone users, as well as for their data processing capabilities. As reflected by

Figure 5.7, even the addition of multiple resource-hungry background applications

introduced no noticeable impact to the frame rate of the base application. This

leads us to conclude that an AR application using our framework would be able to

maintain expected runtime performance without any noticeable degradation in user

experience. This indicates that AR applications using PrivacyManager do not incur

a high additional overhead.

Effects of Scanning Algorithm: We then compared the PrivacyMan-

ager scan rate modifier algorithm against constant scanning in order to determine

whether we could achieve a similar degree of location accuracy for a decreased scan-

ning cost for a typical behavior scenario of walking directly toward a restricted

area. Figure 5.8 reflects that, indeed, the use of the PrivacyManager algorithm over

conventional constant scanning decreases the overall number of scans for typical be-

havior within a given execution period by a minimum of 85%, in the case of normal

walking speed, and as much as 90% when power walking.

To judge locational accuracy, we added a feature to our testing application
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Figure 5.9: Locational accuracy of different scan methods

to allow the tester to indicate manually when she had reached the target destination.

The application then took the difference in time between when the tester indicated

she had reached the target and when the PrivacyManager library determined that

she had reached the target. The distribution of location identification offset times is

reflected in Figure 5.9. A negative time offset reflects trials in which the framework

identified the target location before the tester, while a positive offset reflects trials

in which the tester had to wait for the framework to identify the location after she

manually registered her presence. An ideal solution would have all trials identify the

location at time zero, that is, at the same time as the tester manually registers her

presence. As reflected by our trials, the PrivacyManager algorithm comes closest

to this ideal, registering the user location with the smallest offset from the user

when compared to constant and interval scanning. It should also be noted that,

while interval scanning does produce the lowest overall number of scans for a given

travel path, the method experiences a performance hit in accuracy, taking up to 25

seconds longer than the tester to identify a target location. While interval tracking

can prevent unnecessary scanning, it is an arbitrary scanning period which can be

subject to undesirable location identification latency that is not otherwise present

with our solution. In this way, our algorithm is able to demonstrate comparable and

even superior locational accuracy over both constant and interval scanning.
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Figure 5.10: Scan rates over time for different walking scenarios

However, users in the real world do not walk in fixed trajectories. To

determine the performance of PrivacyManager in a more realistic setting, we also

conducted tests to reflect the scan rate over time when the tester exhibited unex-

pected travel patterns, such as moving very slowly or turning around before reaching

the target area. Figure 5.10 reflects the scan rate trends over time for these scenar-

ios, when compared against constant scanning. While constant scanning retrieves

location updates at the same rate regardless of user behavior, our algorithm adapts

to the tester’s travel behavior, as demonstrated in the second and third data sets in

Figure 5.10. Both PrivacyManager data sets start with very low scan rates in the

beginning, as the tester is very far away from the target location, and thus, a high

granularity of location updates is unnecessary. From there, the behavior of the two

data sets deviates. The ”slow walk” data set clearly demonstrates a plateau in the

scan rate from the 60 second window to the 80 second window as the tester walked

very slowly toward her target. The scan rate then immediately and dramatically

increased as she regained her original walking speed and closed in on the target

location. The ”turn around” data set, however, never achieves any great level of

scanning frequency because the tester slows down and turns around well outside

the distance threshold of her target area. This flexibility when faced with unex-
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pected user behavior is a feature that constant and interval scanning simply cannot

provide.

5.4 Summary

Behavior of AR applications is driven by the environment and the user’s

actions within that environment. In this chapter, we presented PrivacyManager , a

flexible framework which enables application developers and domain administrators

to leverage the environment itself to enforce privacy and access control policies. We

demonstrated the importance of applying privacy constraints to mobile AR appli-

cations, and proved PrivacyManager ’s effectiveness in managing those constraints

while introducing minimal system overhead to the mobile device. We also intro-

duced PrivacyManager ’s scan rate modification algorithm and proved its ability to

provide similar location-awareness with lower scanning cost when compared against

alternate scanning methods.

Throughout this dissertation, we have described the challenges involved

with AR system testing, and the importance in addressing those challenges. We

have also presented our work on solving those problems through improved usability,

privacy preference awareness, and handling of dynamic usage conditions. However,

there is still much work to be done. In our next and final chapter, we present three

areas of future work that can be explored in this subject area before concluding the

dissertation.
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CHAPTER 6

FUTURE WORK

In this dissertation, we have presented three works addressing different

aspects of testing problems for mobile AR systems. In this chapter, we will conclude

with three areas of future work that can be pursued as expansions to the work

presented previously. Section 6.1 focuses on community-driven data collection and

annotation to improve machine learning development and usability testing. Section

6.2 focuses on improving the vetting process for applications with machine learning

components, as well as improving communications with end-users when machine

learning operations are utilized at runtime. Section 6.3 focuses on mechanisms for

improving and enforcing safety in mobile AR systems, and Section 6.4 closes with

our concluding remarks.

6.1 Community-driven Data Collection

For machine learning logic, the quality of the data used for training and

testing plays an important role in the performance of the final app. As such,

there has been significant effort from the machine learning communities to pro-

duce datasets that are expressive and extensive enough to be utilized in developing

and testing new algorithms. For computer vision tasks, there has been great interest

in moving beyond “iconic” training samples (i.e. single subject images, simple back-

ground, large format, cropped and centered as shown in Figure 6.1a) and instead

using more natural and realistic images to train vision modules (as shown in Fig-

ure 6.1b). The goal of this movement is to help researchers develop vision modules
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(a) Iconic [5] (b) In context (non-iconic) [7]

Figure 6.1: Examples of different types of training images for a computer vision system

attempting to recognize dogs. Iconic images (a) represent more artistic or overly simplified

samples, while in-context images (b) represent more realistic and natural scenarios, with

a variety of subjects, composition, light levels, and viewing angles. Systems trained with

in-context datasets are more robust and resilient to real world use.

that are more robust and resilient when operating in real world conditions, such as

those encountered during mobile AR app use. To this end, the PASCAL VOC [64]

and COCO [104] datasets were developed, each containing hundreds of thousands

of “non-iconic” images spanning dozens of classes. For vision tasks such as target

tracking that require video clips, the YouTube-8M [21] dataset was developed from

more than 8 million annotated YouTube video clips, comprising more than 500,000

hours of content and features from almost 2 billion video frames. For all of these

datasets, samples were collected by crawling existing repositories such as YouTube

and Flickr, including or excluding samples according to the goals of the dataset

creators, and then labelling each sample manually.

As much as these datasets have improved development and testing for ma-

chine learning systems, there are still some limitations to overcome. First, there is

no clear way of delineating what environmental or usage conditions are covered or

missed by a given data set, or what machine learning operations the dataset would

be particularly suited for. For vision tasks, “in context” datasets are helpful but

still incredibly vague; categorizing a given data set by what weather conditions,

light levels, or viewing angles it covers remains an open problem. The second lim-
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itation is the level of manual labor involved in reviewing and labelling samples in

these datasets. While some teams utilized student workers and others compensated

distributed work forces through platforms like Mechanical Turk, these solutions still

represent a significant investment of time and money that not all research teams

are capable of making. Thus, more efficient methods of reviewing, labeling, and

reasoning about datasets in order to expand and improve them remains an open

problem.

In addition to datasets used for machine learning operations, the research

community at large would benefit from sharing knowledge bases on system usability

and user preferences. As described in Chapter 2, current user testing efforts center

on questionnaires and interviews to gauge the usability and utility of a given mobile

app. Some of the more common questionnaires used were originally designed to

gauge overall system usability while being agnostic to AR-specific features; such

questionnaires include the Mean Opinion Scale (MOS) [123], System Usability Scale

(SUS) [168, 69], and NASA Task Load Index (NASA-TLX) [22]. Of the common

questionnaires that do consider mixed reality, they generally focus on measuring

simulator sickness and physiological comfort levels, such as the Motion Sickness

Assessment Questionnaire (MSAQ) [71] and Virtual Reality Sickness Questionnaire

(VRSQ) [91]. The topics covered by these questionnaires (summarized in Table

6.1) are useful in giving an overall assessment of an app’s usability, but struggle to

pinpoint specific problems when application functionality is suboptimal in a system

with a non-traditional interface, such as augmented reality.

Consider the following use case. A user is testing a new AR application on

a head-mounted display, which uses voice commands to interface with the app. The

user may be frustrated with the app because the voice recognition algorithm cannot

understand his accent; or it could be because he is using a particular command

the app was not programmed to recognize; or the environment was too noisy; or

it could be the interface was too confusing, and so on. Each of these reasons, or a

combination of them, can be reflected in a poor usability score. The user has no

guaranteed way of knowing what factors are contributing to his poor experience,

and the topics focused on by the standardized questionnaires cannot capture that

information. The app developer, therefore, is unable to accurately determine the

cause from existing usability testing methods alone.
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S.U.S.

[168]

U.E.Q.

[15]

NASA

TLX [22]

M.S.A.Q.

[71]

V.R.S.Q.

[91]

Confidence of Use X

Ease of Learning X X

Ease of Use X X

Enjoyment of Use X

U
s
a
b
il
it
y

Speed of Use X

Attractiveness X

Clarity X

Creativity X

Efficiency X

Meets Expectations X

Motivating X

Novelty and Innovation X

Organization X

S
y
s
t
e
m

D
e
s
ig

n

Practicality X

Understandability X

Usefulness and Value X X

User-friendliness X X

Consistency X X

Integration X X

Security X

F
u
n
c
ti

o
n
s

Predictability X

Mental Demand X

Physical Demand X

Temporal Demand X

Performance X

Effort X

T
a
s
k

C
o
m

p
.

Frustration X

Nauseated, Queasy, Sick to Stomach,

May Vomit

X X

Faint, Lightheaded X

Annoyed, Irritated X

Clammy, Cold Sweat X

Hot, Warm, Sweaty X

Dizzy, Disoriented, Spinning, Vertigo X X

Tired, Fatigued, Drowsy X X

Unease, General Discomfort X X

P
h
y
s
ic
a
l
R
e
s
p
o
n
s
e

Headache, Fullness of Head X

Eyestrain X

Blurred Vision X

Difficulty Focusing X

Table 6.1: User feedback items for system characteristics, task completion, and physical

response covered by standardized usability questionnaires
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In response to the limitations both in developing machine learning datasets

and collecting usability data, we propose new research efforts into community-driven

data collection and annotation focused on mixed reality applications. The effort

would be two-fold. The first part would be to provide annotations and metadata

to existing datasets to quantify the suitability of those datasets for computer vi-

sion tasks in the wild. Work by Debattista et al [57] could be leveraged in this

case, using data cubes to capture high-dimensional bodies of quality data. The

second part would be to collect and aggregate AR-specific usability data at scale

and over an extended period, and could be accomplished by leveraging frameworks

like ARCHIE (described in Chapter 3). By investing in these efforts, the research

community would slowly build a multi-variant knowledge base of training and test-

ing metadata, environment conditions, and usability concerns that generate edge

cases and precipitate poor feedback at runtime. This knowledge base could then

be utilized by researchers to construct simulations or automated test cases for new

AR applications, thereby reducing the redundancy of effort needed to construct new

datasets in the future.

6.2 Vetting and Communicating ML Operations

A consequence of the use of commercially-available machine learning APIs

and libraries is the lowering of the bar for malicious and careless app developers.

One way to deal with this problem is to enhance the app store verification process,

as suggested in Chapter 4. Major app stores have existing procedures to validate an

application before releasing it to the public. These procedures are similar among the

most popular platforms. Developers must submit their applications for review to

the marketplace portal for their platform of choice (App Store Connect for iOS, Play

Console for Android) along with screenshots, policy agreements, manifests declaring

the app’s capabilities and use of sensitive operations, and sample login credentials if

applicable. The applications then undergo a rigorous review process [2, 4, 11] with

both manual and automated components before being released for beta testing, and

again before being released to the public at large.

However, improving the app store vetting process and protecting end users

against malicious and obscure machine learning operations within otherwise honest-
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seeming applications remain open problems. To this end, marketplace providers

should provide more expressive and accessible means of communicating their vetting

processes and results to both developers and end users. This limitation could be

alleviated with the following:

• Ontology of AR Capabilities: There currently exists no standardized way

to describe the capabilities of an AR library, custom vision model, or similar

system. Further, there is no standardized way of measuring or representing

the corresponding privacy sensitivity or security threat level associated with

these capabilities. Thus, the research and development communities would

benefit from a standardized structure with which to describe the functionality

of their systems. Inspiration can be taken from such models as LINDDUN [58]

and LINDDUN GO [180], with particular focus on elicitation and mitigation

strategies for threats such as Information Disclosure, Content Unawareness,

and Policy / Consent Non-compliance.

• Improved Understanding of End-User Preferences and Context-sen-

sitivity: As we develop the ontology of vision-based capabilities, we must also

improve our understanding of end-user privacy preferences for these capabili-

ties, and the associated contexts under which a capability would be considered

privacy-sensitive or not. Some prior work has been done in this area [44, 98],

but not, to our knowledge, as it relates to the context-sensitivity of individual

capabilities of vision-enabled systems. The personal and context-sensitive na-

ture of user privacy preferences is well-documented [186, 176, 177], as are the

challenges experienced by users in interpreting and understanding the nature

of mobile systems’ permissions requests [138, 176], but exactly how users’ pref-

erences on the application of background operations in mobile AR change over

time remains unknown. Therefore, additional research should be conducted

into how best to integrate ad hoc privacy and permissions checkpoints into

mobile operating systems in order to understand dynamic user preferences.

• Improved Permissions Structures for Mobile App Development: Fi-

nally, mobile platforms must be able, not only to enforce dynamic user permis-

sions policies, but also to apply those policies as it relates to machine learning
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and computer vision operations. The ontology of vision-based capabilities,

their associated threat levels, and the corresponding usage contexts must be

translated into a format that is compatible with mobile application develop-

ment. However, asking for permission on application install or a function’s

first use does not take the changing nature of future usage contexts into ac-

count, while asking for permission every time the function is used quickly leads

to notification fatigue [186, 176, 177]. There has been some nascent progress

made in communicating runtime sensor usage to users, such as small graph-

ical indicators on the screen when an application is using the microphone or

camera [6]; however, there is no way of knowing for sure which app is using

the sensor or why. This is a step in the right direction, but as demonstrated

in Chapter 4, at the time this dissertation was written, it is still possible to

execute any number of machine learning operations without alerting the user.

Further research should therefore be conducted into best practices of commu-

nicating to users, not only when pervasive sensors are being used, but also

the nature and purpose of machine learning operations being executed by an

application at runtime.

Addressing these concerns can greatly improve transparency and account-

ability between developers and their end users. Current marketplace review pro-

cesses are treated as a black box, with limited feedback to developers regarding

why a given application failed to pass review, and no feedback at all provided to

end users regarding what tests or verification operations were completed to warrant

publication for a given app. In the same way that itemized receipts are utilized

to document and provide accountability for retail transactions, application market-

places can provide records of the vetting process for applications, listing the tests

conducted, the purpose of the tests, and their results in order to confirm with de-

velopers and end-users alike exactly what privacy and security measures are being

taken. Additionally, marketplaces can provide more standardized and accessible

means for end users to report concerning app behavior or request an audit for a

suspected malicious application. While these approaches won’t neutralize malicious

applications entirely, they can at least help end users to become more aware of

potentially privacy-invading applications, and more empowered in controlling their
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personal smartphone ecosystem.

6.3 Enforcing Safety in AR Systems

AR systems have tremendous potential for harm to users based on their

ability to influence the user’s experience of the real world, such as blocking or dis-

tracting from important real world content. However, in order to assure user safety,

we must think beyond traditional “success” metrics such as resource overhead, pro-

cessing latency, and classification accuracy when it comes to commercial augmented

reality applications. In her book “Engineering a Safer World”, Nancy Leveson de-

scribes safety as a system level problem which encompasses not only the software,

but also the hardware, the user, the developer, the environment, society at large, and

all socio-technical constructs, pressures, and implicit assumptions which influence

those actors [102]. Any one of these elements can contribute to an unsafe system

state over time, if a concerted effort to maintain safety is not made.

System testing, however strenuous, will not be enough on its own to assure

safety. Approaches such as VeriVis [122], DeepTest [161], and Neurify [174] can pro-

vide assurances that the results of their neural networks are within allowable “safe”

thresholds by systematically exploring the space of possible inputs and validating

the resulting outputs. Neurify can even provide counter-examples to demonstrate

when a safety property is violated. While these approaches can detect a range

of edge cases and improve overall network robustness, they cannot protect against

system-level factors such as incomplete developer knowledge, biases in the training

and testing datasets, or failure of other system components. Because of this, open

problems in safety verification also exist in the following areas:

• Input Validation: It is impossible to achieve 100% input coverage when

testing a vision-based system to exhaustively determine how it will behave in

every situation [46, 31]. However, because the functionality of a vision-based

system is directly dependent on the input set on which it was trained, the

importance of the semantic information represented by that data set cannot

be ignored. Therefore, developing methods of semantic representation and

safety assurance for the data set used to train a given mobile AR application
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remains an open problem.

• Test Case Selection: Because various testing approaches have exhibited dif-

ferent levels of success in identifying different types of edge cases, the selection

of which test cases to execute against a given application remains an open

problem. This is particularly important as we cannot assume the presence

of a baseline ‘safe’ version of an application against which to compare. The

efficacy of stress testing in order to trigger anomalies and system responses to

inter- and intra-class inputs can also be explored.

• Result Verification: Finally, once inputs have been selected and the test

cases have been executed, reliably interpreting the results remains an open

problem. Failure to identify safety problems during a particular testing in-

stance does not preclude the presence of unsafe conditions within the system

as a whole; the behavior could be the result of a safe application, an unsafe

application with highly uncommon edge cases, or simply picking the wrong in-

puts. Therefore, better methods of verifying the results of such test instances

should be explored.

Enforceable safety for AR systems, therefore, will require coordinated ef-

forts from across the spectrum of socio-technical stakeholders, and must be taken

into consideration through every phase of system development. This is especially

important as augmented reality becomes more prevalent in commodity systems such

as automated and augmented vehicles. The four approaches for improving safety

proposed by Varshney [169] can be leveraged here: developing an inherently safe

system by removing hazards from the original design; incorporating safety reserves

by limiting normal operations to overly-conservative levels; forcing the system, when

it fails, to fail to a known safe state; and incorporating safe practices directly into

management procedures. Each of these, as they relate to AR systems, could be a

series of research efforts in and of itself. Ultimately, the research community can use

these efforts to develop standards of practice, and determine what level of operation

is required for safety in AR systems.
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6.4 Conclusions

Though once the province of the silver screen and science fiction novels,

augmented reality has become a part of everyday life. The advent and prevalence

of portable handheld and wearable mobile devices makes these applications even

more appealing, as the on-board sensors of these devices can be leveraged to drive

core application functionality. However, the use of machine learning components,

the mobility of the host device, the non-traditional interfaces, and the encapsulated

nature of third-party vision libraries all contribute to high levels of difficulty in

testing such applications.

In this dissertation, we have demonstrated the importance of improving

testing practices for mobile AR applications, through verification of behavioral cor-

rectness and usability and preferences. We also presented three of our research

works on AR testing: collecting performance and feedback data in the wild (Chap-

ter 3), detecting hidden operations (Chapter 4), and leveraging the environment to

enforce privacy policies (Chapter 5). Though there have been great strides taken in

testing and validating the components of an AR application in isolation, the need

to consider the AR system as a whole greater than the sum of its parts presents a

unique space for continued research and attention. In particular, the combination of

computer vision operations, general performance and usability, and privacy and se-

curity concerns yield very interesting problem spaces. In this chapter, we presented

three such potential areas: community-driven data collection, vetting and commu-

nication of machine learning operations, and enforceable AR system safety. It is our

hope that this work provides a launch point for future researchers to consider as we

improve AR system testing together.
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